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Editor and

Publisher. •

Terms of Sabsoription:
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Years ago he was superintendentof the

American.

Scientific

her heart was full of Joy to see him. DiA New Weapon.
The Remington Brothers’ arms manu- rectly the colt came up to him, and the
factory is turning out a new gun, the Re* old mare was delighted whem Charity
mington-Keene magazine cun, a weapon placed his band on the little fellow.
that has never been described In print. When Cochrane left the place the mare
The inventor is Mr. John W. Keene. followedhim to the gate, whinnying for
,

Utica Pistol

VTIbBELINK, J.

II., Livery and Sale Htablo;
Officeof Dally SUge Line to Saugatuck, 9th
street, near Market.

The

Scientific AmericanI* a: |rge flrst-claiw
[ printed in the

Works, He

him even

after he passed out of her sight

.

has been prac-

tically fcterested In firearms for thirty-two
Do Zt Will.
unrated with
years,
und
Is to-day a master of bis profesWhatever you do, do it well. A Job
splendid engraving*, reprc#entln| he coweai Ini In the art*
ventlon# and the moat recent adt
sion. It Is predicted by those competent slighted, becauo it Is apparently unimporMist Market*.
and science*; Including now and
Ing facta
POONE.C., Wholesale Dealer In all kinds of In agriculture, horticulture, the borne, health, to speak that the magazine ‘gun in ques- tant, leads to habitual neglect,so that men
medical progress, social adenct.' Mural history, tion will work a complete revolutionIn
13 Meat. Pays the highest price for cattle. geology,
degenerate,.Insensibly,into bad workmen.
lable practical
aatronomy. The mo*t
Zeeland, Ottawa Co.,
2-ly
papers, oy eminent writer* in all 'upartraentsof military and naval arms. The principle
“That is • good rough job,” said a forewill he found In the Sclcr * ' American.
IhUTKAUA VAN ZOEREN, New Meat Mar- science,
of construction U entirely new, and In per- men In our hearing, recently, and he
, Which InTerm*,
$3.20
per
year,
$1.60
13 ket, near corner Eighth and Fish Street.All
nt*. Single fecting the weapon, Mr. Keene has expend- meant that it was a peice of work not eleelude* postage. Discount to
kinds of sausages constantly on hand.
eaters.Remit
copies, ten cent*, Sold by all n<
by postal order t MUNN <fc CO. Publishers,87 ed some five years of thought and experi- gant in Itself, but strongly made aud well
VUITE.J.. Dealer in all kinds of meats and Park Row, New York.
IV vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.
In conni
with the mental study. How to make a gun that put together.
_ _ _______ SctKI
American. could be fired effectivelyten times in socTraining the hand and eye to do work
American
TTAN DER HAAR, H., Dealer In Fresh, Salt, ffe*sr*r"Munn & Co. are solicit
cesslon-agun Hghtenough forthe private well leads individualsto form correct
s’ experience,
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables ; paper and Foreign patents, have had 85
iment In the
and now have the largest estr
and twine; 8th street.
to carry on the march— was the problem habits in other respects,and a good work> beet term*,
world. Pnumts are obtainedon
itie American which the Inventor has finally solved.
A
special
notice
Is
made
In
the
Mmfactoriti,Milli, Shcpi, Etc.
man is, In most cases, a good citizen. No
thi* agency,
of all inventionspatentedthr__
one need hope to rise above his present
with the name and residence of ll ipatentee.By
TTBALD. R. K„ Manufacturerof and Dealerln the immense circulation thus givt public attenThe Deadly Centipede.
IT Agricultural Implements; commission agent tion is directed to the merits of ' new patent,
situation who suffers small things to puss
for Mowing Machines* cor. 10th* River street.
effected,
and sales or introduction often
Several Mexicans were in camp at the by unimproved,or who neglects, metadlecovery or
Any person who has made a
T)AUELS, VAN PUTTEN & CO., Proprietors Invention, can ascertain itee of c| rge whether a mouth of Memphis creek, in Utah Terri- phorically speaking,to pick up a cent beBy
writing to
of Hugger Mills; (Steam Saw and Flour patent can probably be obtain*
tory, a few weeks ago, there being among cause it is uot a dollar.
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
Munn & Co. We also send free ir hand-book
about the patent laws, patents,, .vests, trade- them Teles Crucas. When Crucas had
Some of the wisest law makers, the best
WILMS, P. II. Manufacturerof Wooden, and murks, their costs, aud how proc"
.th hint*
Iron and Wood combination Pumps. Cor- for procuringadvances on Invet
Address, bathed In the atrean he joined hlscompan- sUtemen, tbe mo^t gifted artists, the most
10th and River streets.
(or the paper or concerningpaten
ions on the bank, and, without dressing— merciful judges, tbe most Ingenious meMUNN A CO., 87 Park irNew York.
for it was warm— thus resting he saw chanics, rose from the great mass.
, Washington,
Wotarv Publlci
Branch Office, cor. F. and 7th
40-4w.
D. C.
a largo centipede, fully nine Inches long,
A rival of a certain lawyer sought to
f)OST, HENRY 1)., Real Estate and Insurance
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer; Coltraveling slowly over his leg. Knowing humiliate him publicly by saying: “Ybu
FACTOEY FAO!
ectlons made In Hollandand vicinity.
tlention to that the least motion would make it skin, blacked my father’sboots once.” “Yes,*’
Close confinement, carefi
SCHELVEN, G., Justiceof the Peace, nil factory work, gives the
lUvespalld its deadly claw into the akin, without mov- replied the lawyer, unabashed, "and I did
Notary Public. Couveyaucer, etc. Office,
miserable
faces, poor appetite, langi
ing h is leg he got out his revolver aud It well,” he rose to greater.
Van Landegeud’sBlock.
feelings, poor blond, innctil y liver, kid*
Take heart, all who toll! all youths ip
Phfilelm
neys and urinary trouble tod ell the waited until the insect had almost reached

i.1

weekly new#paper of *lxieeh p*|
mow beautltul style, profnwly
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Muskegon, Peniwater
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but a

R. R. crossing.
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trifle.

\|C CULLOCH THOS.. Physician, Surgeon and
Blank Books.— Most coi
I’A Accoucheur.Office, Van Pullen's Drugstore, Blank-Books just received,

Holland, Michigan.
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len. Crucas rapidly grew worse, and, In
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turned a brownish yellow, and the place iron hot It is attention to business that
killed became frighlfbUy swol- lifts the feet higher up on the ladder.

lineal where It was
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STATIONS.
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Manufacturerof and dealer in
Harness, Trunks, Saddles and Whips;
Eighth street.

Qcl:g Scuth.
No. 3. No. 1,
p. ra.

a. ra.

Mu*kezon,
Ferry*burR,
Grand Haven,
Pizcon,

12 20
11 47
11 42
11 12
10 44
10 25
9 35

Holland,
Fillmore,
Allegan,

2
2
2
8
3
4
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13
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00
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G. J., General dealer in Tobacco,
Cigars, Snufl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
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Holland City Lodpe, No. 192, IndependentOrder
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
Fellow's Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening
M. Harrinoton, N. G.

Will II. Rogers, R.

UWARD, M.

D., Claim Agent, Attorneyand
L Notary Public: River street.

8.

F. & A. M.
A Rboulab Communication of Unity

\fC BRIDE, P. 11., Attorneyand Counselor* at
jAL Law, and Proctor in Admiralty. No. 11

No. 191, F. & A. M.. will be held at

River street.

2C, at

Lodge.

Masonic Hall,

Holland,Mich., on Wednesdayevening, Nov.
7

o’clock,

sharp.

H. Attorney and Councelor at Law,
corner of River and Eighth streets.

W.

II.

Description*.

COFFINS, CASKETS,
SHROUDS and

J.,

Attorney at Law and Collecilng
«ib Van Pullen's bank

TRIMMINGS
We

32-Smo.

VAN PUTTEN JACOB, Banking ami ColV lectiug, Drafts bought and sold; Eightu

street.

sight, just received, at
J. O.

9-ly

Doesburg’s Drug Stork.

A fresh supply

Barbers.

-at

L. T.

just received

r\E GROOT,

L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving,
shampooning,hair-dyeing,etc., done at rea
sonable rates. Barber shop next door to the City

U

Hotel.

14-ly

-

of all kinds of

RANTERS.

Bucklin’* Arnica Salve,
The best Salve

in

P.

for

preserv-

ceive the rest of this year free, or

OTTE.
P.

H.

II.

a call.

MEYER &

CO.

VAN DER WEYDEN.

OTTE &

Bruises, Sores, Ulcer, Salt

24 South Division Street,

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Drug! and Medlclnti.

T'VOEBBURG.J. 0., DealerlnDrags and Mediclnes, Paint* and Oils, Brushes.&c. Phy-

XJ

sician’*

prescriptions carefully put up: Eighth *t.

Xf EENG9. D. B., Drug Store. Fine Drugs, Med*V1 iclnos, FancyGoods,TolletArticles and Perfumeries. River street.

VAN

V

PlftTEN, Wa., Dealer In Drugs, Modi*

cine*, Paint*, Oil*,

W. Van

Din

; Proprietor of l)r.
BKRo’sFamlly Medicine*;Eighth 8t.
etc.

wA}fuH.»Wp^w^‘
•

ness.

farniture.

Vf

YER,

fl. & CO., Dealer* In all kind* of Furnltnre.Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Picture Frames, etc. : River street.
E

ITl

A. W. Giles

& Co.

DEALER* in

Hats, Caps, Furs
AND

BUFFALO ROBES.

large proportion of the American people are Unlay dying from the effects of jgfGood* warranted first class. Cash and one
Dyspepsia or disordered liver. The result
price only.
of these diseases upon the masses of intelNo. 27 Monroe Street,
ligent and valuable people is most alarm
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
ing, making life actually a burden instead
of a pleasant exigMce of enjoyment and
CALL AT THE
usefulness as it (fljpit to be. There is no
good reason for this, if you will only throw
aside prejudice aud skepticism, take the
advice of Druggists and your friends, and
OT
try one bottle of Green’s August Flower.
Your speedy relief is certaio. Millions of
bottlesof this medicine have been given
away to try its virtues,with satisfactory No. 121 Monroe 8t., Grand Rapids,
results in every case. You can buy a Mich., if you want Fine Cigars and*Good
sample bottle for 10 cents to try. Three
doses will relieve the worst case. Posi- Liquors.
tively sold by all Druggists on the West- • It is a renderyous for Hollanders.
87-3mo.
ern Continent.

87_47,

RESTAURANT
WBL GELOOK,

ful story, by

“A

Boyeseu; an ingeniousstory,

of

Sigh”; the fourth part

Publish- gust; and Ike first part of a

Broadway, New York.

“Confl-

Aunew American

“The Grandlssimes,”
New Orleam, the
“Old Creole Daya,” which has

novel of Creole

life,

by George W. Creole, of
author of

Goldsmith Xaid and her Groom.
Recently Charley Cochrane,
for

many

who was

years tbe faithfulgroom for the

celebrated trotter,Goldsmith Maid,

ar-

rived from California,and wishing to see

grand old trottingmure and her

coll,

called on Mr. Smith, her owner, to obtain
his permission to visit Fashion Stud

An Astonishing Fact,
A

ers, 245

the

Coaaliiloa Merchant.

pi EE. D. M., Dental Surgeon; residenceand
\JT office No. 42 Ninth street,next door to the
First Reformed Ohurch.

Address Orange Judd Company,

CO.

FINE CIGARS

Rheum, Tetter,

send 3

cent stamp for postage on a specimen copy. dence,”byHenry James, Jr., began in

the world fop Cuts,

Chapped hands, Chilblains,Corns, and all
T>EACH BRO’8, CommissionMerchants, and kinds of Skin Eruptions. This salve is
13 dealers In Grain. Flour and Produce. High- guarranteedto give perfect satisfactionin
est market price paid for wheat. Office In Brick
every case or money refunded. Price 25
store cor. Eighth & Fish streets,Holland, Mich. 17
Cents per box. For Sale by Heber Walsh
Holland,Michigan.
Dsntiit.

any where to York”: “Extracts from tbe Journal of
found. The cost is only $1.50 a year, Henry J. Raymond,” with Interesting re4 copies for $5. Single numbers 15 miniscences of Daniel Webster; a beauti-

bs

Manufacturer*and Jobber*of

candy

for all classes. Each

ing contrivances, of plants,fruits, flowers, best photograph,and the other a reproducanimals, etc., including many largo and tion by Juengling. of O’Donovan’s bronze

or

ing the Dead.

Special |loti(fsi.
A Complete assortment of Spectacles
to suit, the dlflerentqualities and ages of

volume gives by Ernest Ingersoll.
There are two flue portraits of Bayard
some 800 original engravings,with deTaylor—
one engraved by Cole, from the
sclptious of labor-savingand labor-help-

Farm—

arc also Agent# for the CelebratedANTI- cents. Subscribeat once for 1880, and re-

HT" Please come and give u*

BaaWng and Lxchangs.

most

a great variety of

well as cheapest, Journals

Alway* on hand.

SEPTIC FLUID
Agent. Ofllcoin Kenyon
Eighth street.

embrace

bass-relief. These portraitsaccompanya
taken In exchange, and re- pleasing, as well as instructive, pictures
paired.
for young and old. The constant, system- discriminating critiqueof Taylor, by Sledman. Clarence Cook has a paper on “MorNEEDLES, OIL, ATTACHMENTSand PARTS atic exposures of Humbugs and Swiudris Moor’s Old Masters,” with a reprodneing
Schemes
by
the
Agriculturist
are
of
for all Sewing Machines.
great value to every one, and will save to tion, by Cole, of Raphael’s “Apollo and
Also, a CompleteStock of
most persons many times its cost. Al- Mersyas.”There are Poems, Stories and
together, it is one of the most valuable, as Sketches; “The French Quarter of New

\

Joslin, Sec'u.

88 years

enlarged Roe; “Rare Lawn-Trees,” by Samuel Par-

now

useful sons, Jr.; “The Mississippi Jetties,*’and
reading for the Household, Children in- their effect on the prices of agricultural
cluded, for the Garden, as well as the products, and “How Animals Get Home,”

to

kind* and price*.

all

named because started

T. Quinn;
"Farming in Kansas,” by Henry King;
“Success with Small Fruits,"by E. P.

OLD MACHINES

Otto Breyxan, W. M.

T>ARK8, W.

~

SEWING MACHINES

Jtorietws.

of each week
Visiting brothers arecordially invited.
Attoraeyi.

all

al reliableinformation, the

ago as a rural journal, but

CURTAINS,
Of

contiaus a half dozen papers of the high-

of Attention.

advise all our readers, whether they est interest to farmers, and others intera foot of land or not, to supply them- ested in rural life: “The Agricultural Dis-

culturist.&o

1

WALL-PAPER,

& BREYMAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,
and dealers in Fancy Goods; Corner of Market and Eighth Street.

TOSLIN

35

S.

A

!

RUGS, CARPETS,
SPRING-BEDS,

12

Holland. Mich.
Cloie connections made at Allegan with G. R.
R. R. and L.
M. S. for Plaiuwell, Kaiamaroo Ft. Wayne, Cleveland. Ac.. Ac.

rpEN EYCK,

Received

Stock Complete 1 Quality Unexcelled

nnK ROLLER,
6
6
7
7
8

issue

selves witbthat treasure of useful, practic- tress in Great Britain," by P.

New Goods Just

Tobacco ab! Cigars.

November

We
own

17

FRED. II. MAY, ManagerC. Leavenworth.Oen'l Freight Aqent.
W. BAUMGARTEL, Aqeit,

A

!

ITAUPELL, H.,

V

North.

LOW AS THE

AS

of Scrtbnsr’i

Xouthly.

contents of Scribner, the

Worthy

WAY DOWN I

PRICES

As “AgriculturalNumber"

daylight the next morning, the mule

at

TTIGOINS,

JlT
Grand Haven Rail Road.

a small nick in tbe fore-

leg of a mule that tetherednear by, and,

FTRSIT

time.

Effect,Mouthy, Jane 23, 1879.

man

Says the good Book: “Seest thou a

over four hours afterward,he dilligentIn his business, he shall stand bedied
in great agony. &ut the most singu- fore kings; he shall not stand befort mean
itograpbs,
Fancy Goods, Albums,
Wallets, Stereoscopesand Vi rs, Pocket- lar part of the story Is that the bullet from men.”— Seuntylo American.

1.30 a.m. 12.00 ra.
OCHOUTEN, R. A., Physician and Surgeon;
7.20
# 6 00 a.m.
office at the First Ward Drug Store, Eighth
8 25 p. m. | 10.15 p. m. Street.
7.40
\f ANTING, A. O.. Physician and Surgeon; Books, Specie-Books,Dolls,
.vl office at GraafrchapVillage,Allegan county, Building Blocks and ToysM
• Mixed trains,
Mich. Office hours from 10 to 12 a.
26-ly.t Daily except Sunday and Monday.
of every description,at
$ Daily except Saturday.
|> EST, R. B., Physician and Surgeon, Zeeland,
KANjTERS’ BOOl
I Mondays only.
13 Mich. Office at De Krulf '* drug-aloro.
Ajl other trains dally exccut Sundays.
_
All train* on this road, will be run by Cwcago
time which 1* 2t) minutes later than Columbus
Phnsgnphar.

Taken

when slowly patting the bumble situations,

of the pistol to his

A

Grand Rapids.

“
“ “
“
&
“ “
“ *
“
“ “ *

bis knee,

all in' adverse cirhead he pulled, cumstances,and those who labor unappreLeave
and best
and the centipede was gone. But a centi- ciated. If it be but to drive the plow,
Holland,
8H, U. L., Surgeon,Physicianand Accouch- of remedies, and especiallyf [such cases, pede’s claws are quicker than gunpowder,
| 1.40 a. w.
strive JUi do It well; if It be to wax thread,
line and
eur. Officeat his residence, Overysol, Mich. having abundance of health,]
f 5.20 “
rosy cheeks in them. Nor* seed suffer and Crucas began to cramp in • few min- wax it well; If only to cut bolts, make good
3.30 p. m. T EDEBOER, F. S., City Physician and Surgeon
±J office at residence, on Eighth street,near If they will use them freelj ;They cost utes, the track of the reptilealong his leg oues; orto blow the bellows, keep the
F. J., Physicianand Accouchor.
Office at Dr. Schouten’sdrug store. Eighth not help them unless they .
40 ly.
Hop Bitters,made of the pui

O

Arrive at
Holland,

Trains.

world can-

physicians and medicine in

QCUOUTKN,

in

created such an excellent inpression in the
literary world. “The reign of Peter the
Great,” by Eugene Schuyler, is noted editorially. This aplended series of Illustrated Historical Papers, the greatest work of
the sort yet undertaken

Farm, magazine, will begin

New Jersey. Mr. Smith accompanied and

Cochrane to the farm, and on arriving
there remarked: “Charley,tbe Maid
very jealous of her colt,

aud

is

is

will

in

by any popular

theJanuary

issue,

coutinuo for two years.

All that enterprise and skill can

do

will

be done to maintaintbe position of Scrib-

very cross, ner

as the

leading popular periodical of

not permit any one to ap- America. With the revival of the agriculproach it.” Cochrane arrauged that tural and business interestsof tbe counand

will

V;

Goldsmith Maid should hear his voice try, Incrasedattention will be paid to
before she saw him, and although they papers on great public euterpriaea aud
had not seen each other for two yean, a interests, already a notable feature of tbe
loud whinny presently assured the visitors magazine.
mare had recognized tbe man’s
voice. Cochrane next showed himself,
when a touching acene occurred. The old
queen of the turf, who for months would
not allow any one to approach her, making
use of both heels and teeth if it was atthat the

' Price, $4.00 a year; 85 cents
Subsciplions should begin with

number. Bby
send

it of

your

book-seller or

the subcriptlon price to

ers. Scribner &

Co., 748

a number.
November

the publish-

Broadway, New

York.

tempted,rushed with a bound to her old
friend, forgetting even her colt, rubbed

An

her head upon his shonlder, her nose in

county.

and playing with his whiskers,
and showed by her every action that

this season.

his face

apple tree at Mlllbrook, Kendall
111.,

has born two crops of apples

The

firs! crop were early

Jupe, and the speond early

November.

'

' — ------

-
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COMMON CARRIERS.
isease was the real enemy, and musArconum, in Britton Inof tho sinking of an
cular exertion was the most fatal thing
embankment after a rain; nineteenperA horrible suicide was that of Mrs. sons, including throe Europeans, were Deflnini; Their Responsibility-Importa t for affection of the heart. So with other
Decision by the United States Supreme dj8ea8e8t
$<>llattil
John Donovan, of Memphis. She poured kero- killed and forty-five wounded.... InforCourt.
mation
comes
from
Europe
that
a
most
sene over her clothing, and then deliberately
startling and remarkablechange has taken
A decision of no little concern to
HORRORS OF THE DEEP,
set fire to herself, and fought desperatelywith
place in the mental conditionof the unfort- common carriers, and of considerable
HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.
those who endeavored to extinguishthe flames. unate ex-EmpressCarlotta, widow of MaxiTwo Collisionsand a Few Minor Disaster!
8ho resisted unti Jher person, from her knees
milian, and her speedy and perfectrestora- interest to the traveling public, has
Upon the Atlantic.
up, was literallyburned to a crisp, the tion is now believedto bo not only probable, jnst been rendered by the Supreme
flesh leaving the bones bare. Strange but almost certain, to take place. She now
An ocean disaster ef a horrible charactertook
Court of the United States. It is as
to say, she lived long enough to make converses lucidly and intelligently.Her
place off the capes of Delaware, on the night of
a will and explain the cause that im- memory has returned, and she dto- follows
TUB EAST* *
pelled her to each a rash deed— domestic ensses logicallyand clearly of her presNo. 83. New York Central and Hud- the 7th inst., by which thirty-two ofthe^ftyA Boston dispatch reports that a troubles. Her husband, Col. John Donovan, ent surroundingsand future prospects. son River Railroad Company va. Olga seven persons aboard tho steamship Champion,
was a prominentcitizen of Memphis, and
ive. Tjto ahip
•chooner went whore in a gale at Capo Elisa- gained some notoriety last summer by fleeing Her conditionnow plainly indicates that the dc Maluta Twaleff. In error to the wont down into a watery grave.
long nigbt of obllviou and insanitywhich has
beth, and all hands were lost
itopionsquare
Lady
Octavia
struck
the
Chat
from the veilow fever, aud refusingto oome to enveloped her to nearly at an end, and that the Circuit Court of the United States for
A dispatch from Kennett, Pa., says the bedside of his family when striokenby the unfortunatelady whose sad story has enlisted the Southern District of New York.
amidships at 4 o’clock on the morning m quesplague. ---- r
the sympathies of the civilizedworld will
This comes up on a writ of error from tion, and she sank in five minutea.'t The ahip
the residence of J. and Q. F. Bailey,north of
soon be restored to reason
.Startling intelli- a judgment against the railroad compaWASHINGTON.
waa badly damaged, bnt kept afloat The
that town, was entered by three masked burgence comes from Ireland of the conditionof
glars, who rifled the safe, extracting therefrom
The President’s message this year the peasantry. It to universally acknowledged ny in an action to recover the value of Champion waa on her trip from New
money, bonds and securities amounting to
certain laces alleged to have been taken Yori for Charleeton, S. C. Three wpmen
will be a comparativelybrief document The that unless they receive assistancethere must
#200,000.
inevitably be great suffering and possibly from the trunks of defendant in error and several children were among the lost, only
President said the other day that he did not instarvation during the coming winter. Tho sitA Lowell, Mass., dispatch reports
e— the stewardess— being saved from
tend to maka any recommendations of any ac- nation to regarded as very grave throughout while a passenger upon the cars of the
that three persons wore drowned in the Merri- count to Congress.He is at present disposed
er. Immediately after tho eolltokm,
Ireland, and it to recaivingthoserious attention company, and while her trunks were in
a boat
sent ont from the ship, which in two
mao rirer, near Lawrence mills. Mr. and Mrs. to confine himtelf to a simple review uf the of the Government.
the companys charge for transportation
trips
ked np twenty-two of the crew and
Peter Little,two children,and Mr. and Mrs. work of the departments and an allusion (o the
The understanding between Ger- es part of hei baggage. Defendant in •passengersof the wrecked vessel A passing
James Brown were mwing from the Central- prosperouscondition of the country. Ho says
that
lie
has
some
suggestions
that
he
would
many
and Austria extends to the Egyptian error is a Russian Countess who was sailing vess^ eaved six, two passengers and
ville shore to Little Canada, when tho leaking
four of the crew. The collisionwould seem to
like
to
make,
but
is
inclined,
so
far
as
he
is
of the boat frightenedthem, and in the conquestion. It to announced(hat the two Gov- traveling for pleasure,and tho laces
have been caused by carelessnesi, but on
concerned,
to
simply
let
well
enough
alone;
fusion they overturned it Mr. Brown swam
ernments will proceed conjointlyin what- which, it is alleged, were taken from whose part to not at present certain.
ashore. Mrs. Little and one child clung that the country is very prosperous, and ever measures are taken for the protection her trunks were valued at $75,000. It
On the night of the 9th inst., the steamer
to the boat, and were rescnod. Mr. Little and the less legislation it has, the better; that hia of the interests of Egyptian bondholders
was argued by counsel for the railroad Falcon, from Baltimore for Charleston,colMrs. Brown (his sister), and a boy aged 2 years, suggestionsmight only result iu needlessdis- There is no disguising the fact that a feeling
lided with the schooner S. O. Tryou, from Kenson of Little,were drowned. The bodies have cussion and a disturbanceof the present com- of uncertainty, if not of uneasiness,prevails in company that the failure of the Countnebeo river to Baltimore, loaded with lumfortable
condition
of
things.
Bo,
from
all
the
all been recovered.
well-informedquarters concerning England’s ess to iniorm the company’s agents ber. As soon as the vessels drifted apart after
indications,the message this year promises to
foreign relations.While no open rupture is when she gave them her trunks of their tho collision,the steamer was headed for shoal
THE
'
be nothing more than a routine report. . .Rear anticipated in the immediatefuture, possible
Admiral Reynolds,of the United States navy, complicationsgrowing out of the course of tho value, and the extraordinary nature of water, and she went down before proceeding
half a mile. All the passengersami crew wore
Maj. Reno, Seventh cavalry, who was died at bis home iu Washington last week.
Governmontin Turkey are bemg gravely con- their contents, was in itself an act of bad eaved, the steamer having reached water ehalsuspended on account of conduct toward Mrs.
faith and fraud upon tho carrier which low enough to allow the rigging to stand abovo
The Sacs and Foxes, together with a sidered.
Bell, wife of an officer of his regiment,and
The French wine crop is reported j should prevent any recovery in this ac- water, where they took refuge and wore taken
delegation from the Iowa tribe of Indians, have
who since went through a court of inquiry re- left Washington for their homes on the Nemaha short, the deficiency in most of the districtsbe- tion. In tho opinion of this court, it off in boats.
The Guyon line steamer Arizona, from New
garding his conduct in the battle of the Little
reservation, in Kansas and Nebraska. They ing considerable. In tho champagne district is undoubtedlycompetent for a carrier York for Liverpool,struck an iceberg and
Big Horn, where Custer was killed, is again in
have been convinced it is better for them to re- the deficiency amounts to 30,000,000 francs.
of passengers,by specific regulations stove in her bows, and was obliged to put
trouble, and again it is on account of
where they are than to move Into Indian
distinctly br#ight to the knowledge of back to St John, N. F.
abusive conduct toward
lady. At main
territory.
.A Washington dispatchannounces News has been received at Moscow that the
The schoonerPetrel, a small whaling sohoonpassengers, to protect itself against liathe death of Mrs. Eaton, widow of Gen. John Russian troops on tho expeditioninto Turkeser, waa dismasted by severe gales iu the tost
H. Eaton, who was Becretary of War under tan are in a pitiable condition. They have lost bility as an insurer for baggage exceed- days of October, and drifted about at the
half their number.
.A Vienna dispatch says a ing a fixed amount in value, except mercy of tho waves until tho 29th, when she
President Jackson.
shaw’s clerks knocked him down. Afterward,
strong force of Montenegrins has marched on
at the poet club-room, he got into a quarrel
A Washington telegram states that Gnsinje, pillaging and burning everything be- upon payment of additionalcompensa- capsized, and fifteenpersons were lost, includwith Maj. Brewer, Surgeon, and was again the proposalof the Government to purchase fore them. More than 800 Alb niau Mussul- tion proportioned to the risk; and, in ing the Captain. The six survivors clung to
tho wreck until the 3d of November, when they
knocked down. Gen. Sturgis has preferred
mans were mercilessly slain ... .A plan is about order that such regulations may be wore saved by Austrianhark Rebus. The sufcharges against Reno, and this time he will #10,000,000 of bonds on the sinking-fundacto be carried into effect for deepening the made practically effective and the cars ferings of the rescued sailors were terrible,
probably be ignomiuiouslykicked out of the count was responded to by offers to sell over
Seine, by which vessels drawing nine feet of
rier advised of the extent of its re- and they could have held out but little longer.
#11,000,000of bonds at prices varying from
*
water will be enabled to reach the eastern exDuly one American was aboard, all the rest be105.59 to 110. BecretaryBherman rejected all
tremity of Paris. The work will cost 36,000,- sponsibility,it may rightly require, a
The only indignity offered Gen.
structive conflagration. The loss is estimated a passengertrain near
dia, in consequence
at #100,000.
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the bids, and directed Assistant Treasurer HillGales- house not to pay over 106 for any bonds. A
burg, BL The train reached there in the even- large number of New York bankers then came
forward and offered to sell their 6 per cent,
ing, and the General was taken from the train
bonds at the figure named by the Becretaryof
to a flat car, where he was introducedand made the T.easnry,and in a short time the Assistant
» few remarks. He was about to return to the Treasurer had completedthe purchaseof
oar, when some miscreantin the crowd flung #10,000,000 of them.
an egg, which struck him on the side of the
The. indicationsare that the receipts
head. A citizen stepped forward and offered

Grant during his journey across was

at

000 francs.... A 8l Petersburgdispatch
says that the Agence Hum has is-

sued- a bulletin calming public apprehensions respecting the political situation.It affirms that no effect will bo given to England’s
projected naval demonstration. England’s action in Turkey will not go beyond the point
where Austro -German interests became affected. It positively denies that Russian troops
#100 reward for the detectionand arrest of the from internal revonne and customs for the are concentratedon the Gorman frontier....
The Irish Land League is rapidlyextendruffian.
present month will bo several millions in ex- ing, and branches have already been organized
Dennis A. Maloney, an old Iowa cess of the disbursementsof the Government in nearly every oounty in Ireland.
This will enable Secretary Bherman to make
journalist, and for many years proprietoro
Yakoob Khan is still under a cloud
additional purchases of bonds for the einking
the Dubuque Telegraph,died a few days ago
and
is virtually a prisonerin the British camp.
fund.
aged 62 years.... A criminal indictment has
It has been discoveredthat on the night before
general.
been returned by the Chicago Grand Jury against
battle which preceded the fall of Cabal ho
The remains of Senator Chandler the
Henry Greenebaum, the wealthy Hebrew exwas visited by an Afghan who the next day
banker, for violation of the National were consignedto earth on tho 5th inst, at De- commanded the natives, and a plan on the part
Bankrupt laws ..... Three Indian murderers
of the ex-Ameer tq effect his escape has
confined in Jail at Yakima, W. T., assaulted the troit, with impressiveceremonies. Many promjailer with

a

siung-shot improvised with a
stone. Re escaped into an adjoining room
used as an armory. The Indians seized muskets and bayoneted him. The jailer got a revolver and shot all three. One was mortally
wounded, and the others will pr obably live to
be

hanged. The

jailer will recover.

Ohioago’s receipts of grain
com;

dianapolisabout the 20th of Dooember.

bushels
els

; of

of

corn,

exposed.. .....A

dispatch from

He

Columbus,Pittsburgh, Philaand Washington,after which he will

12,396,323 bushels will go thenoe to

of oats; 2,087,209 bushels of rye, and 8,097,411 delphia
buabais ftf barley. For the corresponding mane a trip into tho Bouthern States, and will
time in 1878 the local receipts of whe*t were grobably extend his journey to Mexico and
23,223.196 bushels ;

been

Valparaiso, South America, says: '“A combined attack of the Chilian land and sea forces
was made at Pisagua, which was taken after
a bombardment lasting five hours. Throe
hundred children were killed and wounded.
attended. The remains were Uken to CincinTht Objltona experienceda determined resistnati for burial
ance from the Peruvians,and lost 500 men
Ex-President Grant will visit In- killed and wounded.”
since

Jan. 1 amount to 29,182,853 bushels of wheat:
<16,198,083bushels of

inent officials, BUte and national, were present
The body was laid in sUte in the City Hall for
& few hours in the forenoon,and was viewed
bv thousands.... Gen. Hooker’s obsequies at
tfew York, on the same day, were also largely

57,179,556

oats, 16,224.806 bushrye, 2,137,196bushels,

;ofofbarley, 4,834,006 bushels....

Hanlan, tho Canadian oarsman,

in-

T&

ELECTIONS.

Election Echoes.
Vote of Brooklyn,N. Y. : Robinson, Democrat,
44,414; Cornell, Republican,31,509.
Total vote of Chicago,45.432; of Cook county, 55,139. Johnson, Republican candidate for

and

tends visiting England to defend his title to the

An employe at

championship....By way of Ban Francisco it

County Treasurer, has 8,582 majority over
Guerin,Democrat The Socialistspolled 4,035

learned that a formidableconspiracyfor the
overthrow of the Diaz Governmentexists,and

votes in the county.
The vote of New York city on Governor is as

the White River Agency, who
escaped a violent death by being away from
hia post when Meeker and the others fell, says

is

thelQMef Douglass,who planned the Ute up- that agents of tiierevolutionarv leaders are now
rWag, ‘was a participantin the massacre at In thia countryseeking aid and comfort
Mountain Meadows. He claims to have obGen. Sherman has forwarded to the
tained his informationby overhearing a quarrel between the chiefs at the agency, some time Secretary of War the reports of Capts. Payne
ago, in which one of them threatenedDouglass and Dodge, the former giving a detailed
with exposure on account of his services for
description of tho Thornbnrgh fight and tho
the Mormons in that dreadful butchery.
subsequent defense till relief came in the perEx Gov. Bbown, of Tennessee, Vice son of Gen. Merritt,aud the latter tellingof
President of the Texas Pacific RailroadCom- his movementsin going to the aid of tho beleaguered soldiers of the Thorn burgh command.
pany, has arrived in Washington, and conGen. Bherman adds words of high commendafirms the report that the company has no pur- tion of the coolness and courage of both aud
pose of making any further applicationsto the braveryof their men.
Congress for a subsidy.... The President has
The Chairman of the Cuban Revoluappointed Albert Johnson Surveyor General of
Colorado.
tionary Committee In New York furnishes a

Genb. Adams and Hatch and Chief
Onray have been appointed a peace commission to visit the hostile Ute camp and investieate the kilting of Maj. Thornburgh and his
followers.

Gen. Hooker’s obsequies at Cincinnati,

on the 7tb

iuat.,

were largely attended and

very impressive. In tho processionwere

many

veterans,several militaryorganizations,and
prominent State and Federal officials.An
army chaplain preached tho funeral sermon,
which was an eloquent and patriotic disoonrse.

As

A stock train of cars was crossing

the North Missouri railroad bridge, which
spans the Missouri river at Ht Charles, Mo

,

a

few

nights ago, the west span of the
structure suddenly gave way, precipitating seventeen cars
live

main

stock

and the

of

caboose into

the
abyss. The engine and one car, with the conductor, engineerand fireman, were saved by
the breaking of the connection between the
cars. Three cattle men who had taken passage
on the train were drowned, and three others
were badly injured. _

Fire has laid waste a large portion of
Napoleon, a thriving town in Northwestern
Ohio and the county seat of Henry county.
Nearly all the business part of the town was
burned, including the Coart House and county
offices, and the loss is estimatedat #100, 00U

A horrible double murder, followed
by the swift lynching of one of the perpetrators, is reportedfrom Todd oounty,

Minn.

A

feud sprung up between John Goldale and another man whoae name is not given, living on
a farm, on the one side, ana two bachelor
brothers, John and Michael Moede, who cultivated an adjoining farm, on the other.
One night ColdaleV house was burned,

and he aad his

fellow- workman -

follows: Robinson, anti-TammanyDemocrat,
58,584; Cornell, Republican, 45,070; Kelly.
Tammany Democrat,42,13d On Lientenant
Governor ihe vote atands: Potter,Democrat,
95,531; Hoskins, Republican, 49,461. Democratic majority, 40,u70.

Pennsylvania official returns from all the
counties give Butler, Republican candidate
for State Treasurer,a majorityover all candidates of 58,675.
A Richmond(Va.) dispatch says the indications are that the Debt-payers have a small majority in both houses, bat ’the vote to so close
that the official oonnt will be necessaryto positively settlethe contest.

ing Portuguese.

condition precedent to any contrac
The schooner Florence was lost in Cumberfor the transportationof baggage, in- land straits. All on board were rescued, but
formation from the passenger as to its after great sufferiug.The Florence was engaged in tho How gate Polar expediuon, under
value ; and, if the value thus disclosed
command of Capt Tyson.
exceeds that which the passengercould
reasonablyask to have transported as
Waste.
baggage without extra compensation,
There must be, of necessity,a percentthe carrier may make such additional age of loss in all the material transaccharge as the risk justifies. It is also tions of every-day life, whether these bo
undoubtedly true that the carrier may carried on in the workshop, the countbe discharged from all responsibility as ing-room,the kitchen, or the laboratory;
insurer, if the passenger, by any de- but this inevitablewaste can be so far
vice or artifice, puts off inquiry as to reduced by good managementthat it
the value of his baggage, aud thereby amounts to bnt little in the course of a
imposes upon the carrier the responsi- year. Observationhas convinced us
bility beyond that which he was bound that tho loss in large workshops must
to assume. In tho absence, however, be considerable,for in a great majority
a

of legislation limiting the responsibility

of carriers for the baggage of passengers ; in the absence of reasonableregulations upon the subject by the carrier,
of which the passenger has knowledge,
and in the absence of all inquiry of the
passenger as to the value of the articles
carried, the court cannot, as a mere
matter of law, declare, as it was in effect requested to do, that tho failure of
the passenger to disclose the value of
his baggage K in itself, a fraud upon
the carrier which defeats any right of
recovery. It is safe to say that by general law, in the absence of special regulations by the carrier of the nature indicated, a passenger has the right to
carry, without extra compensation,such
articlesadapted to his personal use as
his necessities,comfort, convenience or
gratificationmay suggest. To the extent that such articles exceed in quantity and value such os are ordinarily carried by passengers of like station and
pursuing like journeys,to that extent
they are not baggage for which the carrier by general law is responsibleas insurer. This court holds, in view of the
whole scope and bearing of the charge
of the court below, that no error was
committedto the prejudice of the company or of which it can complain. The
judgment of the lower court is af-

of cases we have seen materials lying
about under foot — bolts, nuts, washers,
kicking around in the mud out in the
yard, new work exposed to injury from
the elements,tools misplaced, essential
articles, or tools necessary to the perfection of certain parts of the work, at
great distancesfrom each other, and an
infinite number of abuses which, al*
though small of themselves,when summed up make a grand total loss at the
end of tlie year. As the thirty- second
part of an inch too little on one piece
of a steam engine, a sixty-fourth on another, and as much on still another will
result in great derangement of the
functionsof the machine, so infinitesimal waste, continuallyoccurring,is the
representativeof hundreds of dollars
for which there has been no return. No
matter what the nature of the trade or
manufacture, it is very certain that a
materialreduction of the expenses of
every department can be made by care-

minor matters, and
made with tho hope
interested will give them atten-

ful attention to the
these remarks are
that all

_

tion.

_____

__

Chief Ouray’s house

is

furnished

In Marylsnd, Hamilton’s majority for Govwith Brussels carpet, window curtains,
ernor is 21,740. The Legislaturewill stand:
stoves,
beds, camp-stools, mirBenafo— Democrat, 19; Republicans,f>: Indeplausibleexplanation of the continued shiprors and an elegantly-carvedbureau.
pendent Democrats,
The House of Delement of troops to the island from Spain. He gates— Democrats, 66; Republicans,10; Demofirmed.
declares that all the eastern provinces of cratic majority on joint ballot,GO.
the island are overrun by insnrgeuts, numberA 8t Paul (Minn.) dispatch says: “The reJustice Harlan delivered the opinion.
ing 5,000, all well armed and under competent turns indicatethat Gov. Pilleburyruns conJustices Field, Miller and Strong disNEW YORK.
leadership. Each Bpaniih proclamation an- siderably behind his ticket His majority will
.16 00 @ 9 50
nouncing the extinction of the rebellionis ac- probably be about 10,000, but the rest of the sented on the ground that the 275 yards
. 3 75 i0i 4 10
Hoos .............................
companied by the departureof a few regiments Republican State ticket will averagefrom 12,000 of lace, claimed
the owner to be Cotton ........................... lUij@
of regulars ..... The wife of Senator David to 15,000 majority. The vote throughout the worth $75,000, and found by the jury to FLOL’B-Suptrfine .................
. 6 10 (£ 5 25
Davis, of Illinois, died at Lenox, Maes., at the State was comparativelylight"
. 1 30 (0, 1 40
Wheat— No. 2 ....................
be worth $10,000, cannot, os a matter of Corn— WenternMixed ............ 67 (£ 69
residence of her sister,a few days ago. SenReturns from Wisconsin indicatethat the
law, be properly considered us the bag- Oats— Mixed ..................... 43 <£ 44
ator Davis, son and daughter were present. majority for Smith, Republican candidatefor
(£ 89
The deceased bad been ill for some time.
gage of a passenger for which a railroad Rye— Western ....................
Cover uor, will be between 20,000 and 25,000.
Pork— Mew ......................
.10 4<l @11 00
In
Massachusetts,
tho
majority
for
Long,
Recompany,
in
the
absence
of
any
special
POLITICAL.
CHICAGO.
publican candidate for Governor,over Butler, agreement, should be held liable. JusOfficial vote of California at the Is about 18.000.
Beeves -Choice Graded Steers. . . 4 25
76
tice
Field
delivered
dissenting
Cows
aud
Heifers
....... . 2 25 @ 3 00
September election: Perkins, Republican, The vote for County Tre asnrer in Wabash
Medium
to
Fair
.........
.
3
15
@
3
65
opinion.
connty, Ind. . resulted in a tie between the Re67,965; Glenn, Democrat. 47,647; White,
publics and Democratic candidates, and tho
Flour— Fancy White Winter Ex.. . 6 75 ft 7 00
Kearney, 44,482; Clark, Prohibition,1,200.
two will draw lots to sec who handles the monGood to Choice Spring Ex. 5 75 @ fi 00
An official canvass of the vote^of Iowa at the ey for the next two years.
Is Disease a Friend to Life !
Wheat -No. 2 Spring .............
. 1 12)4@ 1 14
The
anti-Tammany
men
in
New
York
city
No. 3 Spring .............
. 1 02 ft 1 03
October election shows the following result on
At
the
last
anniversary
meeting
of
and tho Robinson men tbronghont the State
Corn— No. 2 ...................... 41
42
Governor: Gear, Republican, 157,571 : Trim- are severe in their dennuototiouof John Kelly,
32
the Medical Society of the District of Oats— No 2 ...................... 31
ble, Democrat, 85,057: Campbell, Greenbicker. and declare that he will never again be perRte— No. 2 ....................... 71
7*
45,429; Dnngan. Prohibitionist, 3,258. Total mitted to take a seat in a national or State con- Columbia, Dr. A. F. A. King read to a Baiiley— No. 2 ...................
81
83
vote, 291,315. Gear’s majority over Trimble, vention.
Butter—
Choice
Creamery
........
crowded audience an essay entitled
. 82
84
Ear, s— Fresh .....................
?2,495; over Campbell, 111,454; over all others
,
16
17
At the recent election in New Tork Waldo Conservative Influence of Disease on Pork-Moss ......................
.10 00 ftlO 25
oombined, 23,808.
Hutchins,Democrat, was choem to fill the va- Producing Longevity.”
6 >9
..............................
A call has been issued for a meeting cancy which existed in the Westchester disMILWAUKEE.
With
force of argument and
Wheat— No. 1 ....................
. 1 14 @ 1 16
of the National Republican Committee to be trict, the only vacancy in the lower house of analysis, he labored to prove that disNo. 2 ....................
. 1 12 ft 1 18
Congress,except that very recently occasioned
held at Washington Deo. 17, to take appropriate
42
by thedeathofItepresentativeGeorge
W. Patter- ease was not the terrible enemy toman- Corn -No. 2 ....................... 41
Oats— No. 2 .......................
action upon the death of the Hon. Zach Chand. 31 ft 32
son. Asa Republican will, of course, bo elected kind that it had been painted
the Rye-No, 1 ........................
,
69
70
ler, and to consider the time and place o'
in Patterson’s place, the election of Hutchins
, 71
72
holding the next National Convention.... is a Democratic gain, giving the Democrats a terrors of humanity, bnt in reality was Barley-No. 2 ....................
Hf. LOUIS.
Advicesfrom Lansing, Mich., indicate that (he char majorityof three over the combined vote a true and benefloentfriend. He quotWheat— No. 2 Red Fell ........... .120
vacant seat in the United States Senate by the
. &5
80
of tho Republicans,Greenbackera, and Inde- ed from the celebratedDr. Austin Flint Corn -Mixed ......................
death of Mr. Chandler, to likely to be filled by pendents of every class.
. 27 ft
that “the existence of disease, rightly Oat*-No. 2 .......................
the Legislators ineteaAof the Governof*rftp69 ft 70
considered, was an inestimableboon.”
pointtnent, as Gov. Croewell expresses ^nim, 9 75* @10 00
Pork-Mcm .......................
KK
•elf as decidedlyin favor of calling ah extra
He said that the disease wa# not in Lard ........... .................. 6
A Jolly Postmaster.
CINCINNATI.
session to consider this and other matters of
itself better than health, bnt that it con............... ......... ?. 1
pressing importance.
The Postmaster at Red Lake, Minn., tributed to promote longevity relatively Wotat
Co HIT ..............................41
The following is the total vote cast in in answer to
official circular from
to circumstances.
morbific Oats ........ ...................... 83
..........
New York city for Governor and Lieutenant this division of the railway mail service, conditions known as gfyritis, rheuma- Rte
Pork— Mess .......................
10 00
Governor: For Governor—
B. Cornell, Re- directingthe retnm of a complete list
tism, hemorrhage, mumps, and insisted, Laud .............................. 6
TOLEDO.
publican, 46,135; L. Robinson, Democrat, 64,006; of all local names, to which mail matter
with an earnestness that
Wheat— Amber Michlgtn ......... 1
John Kelly, Bolter, 42,270. For Lientenant is sometimes addressed,and which fire
No. S. Rod ...............1
attention, and a subtlety of logic that
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Halted

were
A
missing, with every evidence that they had
been murdered. Suspicion rested oh the
commanded
Moedes. One of them fled, but John was arrested,confessed the deed, told where the Governor— George G. Hoskins, Republican,
enrolled within his jurisdiction, re* inspired respect for his originalityof
bodies were concealed, and said that his 50,023; Clarkson N. Potter. Democrat, 98,675, .
brother Michael assisted in the horrible crime. The vote of Allegheny county,Pa., containing spends in the followinghappy strain :
thought,that these diseases prevented
One hnndred mile* of mud and flood
The bodies were found, as stated by him, Pittsburgh, was. fir State Treasurer:Butler,
sudden death.
Jnat
now
doth
intervene
wrapped in a shout and buried in the brash. Republican, 17,913;Barr. Democrat,11,199;
Between
onr
happy
banting
gronnd
In gastritis, the patient naturally reThe horribly-mutilatedremains presented a Hatton. Greenback, 1,435; Richardson,ProhibiAnd where the “kee •" are seen.
most sickeningsigh'. This was more than the tion,
frained from eating, and demanded co.
We have no “locala,enraged citizens could stand, and the prisoner
pious draughts of cold water, treatment
FOREIGN.
Bnt the lake doth atretcb both far and wide,
was taken from the Jail by the mob and hanged
And when the wind ia on Ita ear
which the most skillfulsurgeon found to
The Spanish Chamber of Deputies
o a tree.
In cornea the rollingtide;
be the best. In rheumatism, the acute
We have no rail.
has
voted
the
fntnre
Queen
an
allowance
of
' THE SOUTH J
Bat then we hava the “injlna* all the aame,
pain demanded rest, and rest was found
#93,000 per annnm.... News comes from HaAnd when the whibflahthey can't take
to be just the thing needed, for the
The town of Helens, Ark., located on vana that the new insnrrectionIn Cnba has
They aeek for other game.
Jonathan Taylor, Poatmaater.
articular symptom proved that heartthe Mississippi river, has been visited by a de- been stamped out.... An accidentoccurred tj
.
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about in the world of by tho Philistines, and having no lonactive mind, and not among the wig- ger any living Samuel to consult, felt
informed his conductors that, in front Prof. David Swing on th® Idea of a Future wams of the savage, nor among the constrainedto call for help from the
spirit land. He seems to have had no
bushes of the African.
pf that bush, Chaka used to sit after a
Life.
Strike intellectualdevelopmentwhere donbt that there was such a land. He
All the ideas which are now found in
battle had been fought in order to hear
you may, in Egypt, or Chaldea, or Ca- ordered, therefore, that some medium
accusationsof cowardice against any of the intellect of man have a history, just naan, or Greece, or old Italy, and out of be sent for who could call upon the
as truly as Russia, or England, or
dead heroes, and the spiritnalistiomeHOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.
his soldiers. If a man was convicted
that mental action of man this notion
France has a history. As our earth bedium from Endor came, and, by some
that
this
world
is
not
all
appears
in
on what seemed sufficient evidence, he gan with small things, and is now full
method now lost to mankind, enabled
It is reported that English capitahsts was expected to stand still with his left of much larger things— a larger archi- more or less of distinctness.Were it
in harmony with historical inquiry we Saul to hold with his venerablefather a
have purchased 300,000 acres of land arm high above his head, while an as- tecture than that which first built a hut
might ask here, what are the rational military council. The merits of the
from the Kansas Pacific and Denver segai was slowly and by degrees thrust or scooped out a cave; a larger painting supernaturalreasons man has revealed narrative aie of no moment, but the inor sculpturethan that which first made
ference mubt be that between the living
for any such belief; but such discourse
Pacific Companies,in the vicinity of downward from the armpit till it pierced
the rude outline of a man — there must
belongs to a metaphysicalform of study and the dead of that date there must
Denver, through which they propose
be a history of the things which moved
the heart.
and not to our task for to-day. As a have flowed only that narrow Charon
across this distance between littleness
constructing a large canal, for the purwhich separates tho Egyptian and the
fact in human experience this thought
and greatness. Each profession,that of
pose of making this land available for
sews.
of a greater and better world has been Greek, and which separates the Christmedicine, or law, or school teaching,
one of the most constant companions ian from ah endless life. It may bo
oprimilture by irrigation.
A fibe near Greenville destroyed J. had an experience just as personaland
of man in his highest estate. In its that this belief among the Hebrews rose
B.
Griswold's extensive lumber and distinct as the experience of an Alfred, long path this wandering thought has and fell and rose again, as it has done
It is expected that the Governor of
shingle mills. Loss, *14,000 ; no insur- or a Napoleon, or a Franklin ; the dif- had to undergo many transformations.in all times ; and that the Jews had peFlorida will call an extra session of the
ference between these two forms of exriods of faith and of nothingness, for
ance. •
It has been not less unfortunate than
Legislatureto submit ihe proposition, The salt product of Michigan during perience being only this : a man will
those companionsof Ulysses, who fled their history is long and varied; but it
of the Florida ship canal. Gov. Drew the month of October was 242 809 bar- close up his history in his three score from the witchery of one island only to must be that in that great nation
and ten years, while an idea never comfind in their next landing-placethat thought of a heaven and a hell played
has required a deposit of $15,000 to rels; for the year, to date, l,85o,104
pletes its history. It may repose for a
they were in the net of some other en- that part in the brain and the soul
cover the expenses of the extra session, barrels.
time, but it is liable to come back and
By the capsizing of a sail boat in resume again its broken-off action. Se- chantment. The one central thought which they were playing along tho Nile
and the canal men have agreed to comor in the Grecian peninsula. One eshas been that the grave does not termiLittle Bay de Noquet, three men, John
lect, for example, the notion of a God,
sential thought ran through all; nothply with the conditions.
Asplor, August S wen zen and Herman
nate the life of man. Unable to comand what a history, could it be coming was peculiar except the decorations
plete the human or the divine scheme
Pflum, were drowned.
posed, would not follow that conception
of fancy.
The emigration of English miners to
The State Military Board has passed in the human intellect1 We should, to on this side the death-bed,a world has
been
seen
beyond;
but
in
decorating
resolution autnonzing
authorizing me
the appmu,appoint- grasp this notion, be compelled to study
South Wales has been suddenly ter- a re80iution
Severe Droughts.
ir __ « 1 ...c,• (Inn
or draping this world the mind has been,
the^whole career of roan. If man has
subject to no law, and has therefore luxAn interestingrecord is that of sebeen upon the oaith for fifty or a hund
ment wa* the result of utterly
^ Lieutenant Colonel ; one Inspector, red thousand years, it would be neces- uriated in the broad field of imagina- vere droughts as far back as the landtion and fancy. First in history came ing of the Pilgrims. How many thouresentations,by which largo
«
same rank; one Qnar -------ter master, same
sary for us to pass over that long path
of workmen have been cruelly duped. rank; two Aids-de-campwith rank of and note all those forms of polytheism, the Egyptians. Their records go far- sand times are observationsmade like
1
A
hi
f/Y thest back. The common supposition the following : “Such a cold season
"
Those who went found themselves with- Captain.
“Such
hot
season!”
“Such
dry
abaont^ 80nl w0,,ia, at
out employment, and are returning des- Obsequies Of Michigan’s UoiiommI Son-Pis the beliel in wmo ___
Deiiei inai me auuum buui nuiuu, »« weather!” or “Such wet weather 1*
altars in the long march. At one point
tlngulshedVisitors from Abroad, Etc.
some time, return to claim the body and “Such high winds or calms!” etc. All
titute to add to the stress of hard times.
After the sudden decease of Senator Chand- we should find the devotee oflenng his
wake it to new life and new beauty ; those who think that the dry spell we
ler at Chicago,a special train took the remains own child to a sacred ox; again, should
but that this was their reason for em- are experiencing at the present time is
Gen. Miles, the Indian fighter, has to Detroit on the 1st inst. The body was ac- we see the scene change, and see an ox
balming there is no adequate proof. something remarkable will do well to
recovered $10,977 insurance in the St companied by a number of the most promi- offered to the shade of the child or of
Aside from this treatment of the body read the
the child’s ancestors;again, at some
Louis courts on his own baggage and nent gentlemenof Chicago, beside a largo
the future of the soul was quite fully
In the summer of 1621, 24 days in
other point in the progress, we should
number of Michigan officials and others.
wrought out in the Egyptian religion.
that of nine of his officers, which was
The ceremoniesat the funeral were observed see doves, and pigeons, and lambs A judgment bar was seen to which all succession without rain.
In the summer of 1630, 41 days in
sunk in the Missouri river in May, when on tho 5th inst. By the way, a Mmctdence le bought and sold in large numbers to
the dead advanced to receive sentence.
noticeable between the date of Mr. Chandler s
succession
without
the steamer Cameron struck a snag. death and that of Senator Morton, as both died carry forward the worship of the high- It was much like the final judgment of
Ih
the
summer
of 1657, 75 days
The objection of the insurancecompany on the 1st of November, and were buried on est powers.
the Christian theory. The questions successionwithout rain.
From one idea we must judge all. JNo
were regarding the deeds done in the
was that the Cameron’s pilot was not ^Pursuantto the previous arrangement, the
In the summer of 1662, 80 days in
truth or dogma so humble that it has
body. Upon the tombs at Karaak and succession without rain.
licensed, but the Judge held that as the remains of the dead Senator was convoyed no biography written down in the vast
under escort of a detachmentof Metropolitan
elsewhere on the Nile, tombs inscribed
In the summer of 1674, 45 days in
pilot was in Governmentemployment police on the morning of Wednesday,the oth book of nature. There are ephemeral
1,600 years before our era, one may succession without rain.
Inst, at 8 o’clock, from the mansion on Fort insects, it is said, which live only one
this was not necessary.
read the fact that a blessed future could
In the summer of 1680, 31 days in
street to the City ifall, where the Committeeof day. One day and night begin and
result only in good deeds in this life.
Arrangements and a detachment of the bight
succession without rain.
cloee their experience. But to them
Preliminary negotiations are in prog- Guard received the body, and placed it in the
The judges over in eternity asked quesIn the summer of 1694, 62 days in
center of tho hall at the foot o the main stair- that day is a career. There are strantions of conduct, and, if the conduct successionwithout rain.
ress for the completion of the St. Louis case, where it laid in state until 1 p. m.
ger things in nature. There is a plant
At 8:15 the Fort street entrant of the City which opens almost the loveliest flower had been good, the soul was admitted
In the summer of 1705, 40 days in
and San Francisco railroad from Viniti,
to heaven; if sinful,the soul was sent
Hall was opened, when an avalancheof people
succession
without rain.
man
ever
beholds,
and
which
pours
in the Indian Territory, its present ter- poured into the corridors. As they passed into
to torments where it was to be purified
In the slimmer of 1715, 45 days in
She south corridor they were wparatedinto forth perfume enough to fill a catheminus, to the Pacific ocean. It is stated
in flames. At last these souls became
successionwithout rain.
pairs, and as the casket was reached the pairs dral with holy incense; and yet that
'U oi
that some $20,000,000
of \_ieiuiuu
German capi- wereBeparated,andaoonuDuoiiHuuoui
were separated, and a continuousline of ijuuio.1
human- plant opens its flower only in the dead pure and happy. The Egyptians were
In the summer of 1728, 61 days in
the restorationists of antiquity.
suoeession without rain.
of night, and opens it but once. Two
Next to the Egyptians the Hebrews
In the summer of 1730, 92 days in
hours of color and sweetness contain
fered to aid in the
------and the Greeks stand in historicnear- succession without rain.
the
birth
and
death
of
this
beautiful
proposed extension, which is to be built
In the summer of 1741, 72 days in
member of the floral band. But who ness. In the Hebrew writingsthe docunder the land grant originally given
trine
of
a second life appears, but with- suoeessionwithout rain.
will say that these two hours are not a
In the summer of 1749, 108 days in
by Congress to the Atlantic and Pacific ural m Ufo. The ceoaelesaatroam of people history? Indeed, they make up a bet- out being prominent and without much
which poured through the builduig |n two con- ter record than the nalf-oenturyof of detail. There are no ancient holy successionwithout rain.
tinuous linea lasted from 8:15 a m. till 1 p. m.,
In the summer of 1755, 42 days in
many a man stained with vice, or in- writings from which immortalityis
and it is eatimatedthat during the time intermore
generally
absent
than
from
our
succession
without rain.
That no woman ever swallowed her vening not leas than 19,000 persona viewed the action, or crime. The life of many a
Old Testament, except the writings of
In the summer of 1762, 128 days to
rose
is
better
than
the
life
of
many
a
tongue is a statement which the gentle
"TteMrpiie wm DUoed benath j campy of
Confueinst This must have come to successionwithout rain.
reader would believe/evenif that father
In the summer of 1778, 80 days in
^hese allusions illustratethe fact that
of whoppers, the ancient Ananias, had
successionwithout rain.
all the notions in the human soul posIn the snmmer of 1791, 8^ days i
-made it. Bnt here is a woman who has
sess an individual history,and may, uut mo
wlate with tne simple inscription: Zachariah
and should be, studied faithfully in the Hebrew thinkersat large. The Hebrew successionwithout rain.
swallowed her nose. TVhilo gargling ffndler;
Uc. 18/ 1818; died Nov.
In the summer of 1802, 23 days in
mirror of such retrospection.In the authors are all politicians,and not deep
for a severe catarrhal affection the other
^ Atthe-headof the coffinwas a white floral survey of the povertv and riches of thinkers like Plato, and like the Egyp- successionwithout rain.
day, Mrs. Anna Thomas, of Petersburg, crosa and crown with a base of evergreens yesterday we can see the doctrine of a tian wise men. Were we in our day
In the summer of 1812, 28 days in
Va., felt a bone slipping down her throat. which rested on a column draped with crape. second life passing through its varied left to learn, the doctrine of immortality successionwithout rain.
At the foot of the casket was another column
___ ____ ,1
In the summer of 1856, 24 days
forms of essence and accident. As im- from onr politicalinstitutions, or from
mense men have lived, and immense Bancroft’s “History of the United successionwithout rain.
In the summer of 1871, 42 days in
nations have lived, making a powerful States,” we should not feel that Amerof her nasal organ, the bone having in
ami imprusonrenviu,
contrast with the ephemeral insect and icans knew xnuoh or thought much of a succession without rain. — Pittsburgh
,le flowers acroas the widest part
Old Testament
iestament is Dispatch.
some way became detached.
ideas world to come. The Old
was removed to the ort street the ephemeral flower, so great ideas
^ J Mas
A aMA the
V
have emerged
from
old chaos, and largely the history of a state. Not only are
mluelon^horUy
irreat among these lofty ones must be the first books up to the poem of Job all
According the report of the ATflfionSecretory Stanton’s Daughter.
confessed
the
thought
that
all
who
diq
historic,
but
the
prophets
were
all
busy
al Board of Health Bulletin Chicago
All that remains of the family of Edhere will live again. There is only one predicting calamitiesor successes for win M. Stanton, the famous War Secis the healthiestcity in the United waaforvontly thanked for thoue qualities of
brain apd heart poeseesed ly the deceased, greater notion in the human mind— the the nation; and even the psalms were
retary, whose record is now undergoing
States. The death rate per 1,000 in- which enabled him to direct public opinion, notion of a God, but the belief in a national hymns, hymns for the theoa terrific sifting,is clasped by the canhabitantsin the principalcities for one and moved the sentimentsof tho people for God and the worship and love of such a cratic throne and legislature rather
vas belt that his youngest daughter
Being depend so much upon man’s as- than for an individual fireside religion, wears. She was bom while her father
tr Tho^aU-bearora wore twenty-fivein numweek was as follows :
sumption of an existence beyond the There is no one treatisein the Hebrew was a member of Buchanan’s Cabinet,
........ IS.filChtries ton ........... 902 ber, their names as follows : Ex-Gov.
Boston
17.5 Savannah ............ 4<.J p Baldwin, James F. Joy, Alonao N. Blnley,
__ _
t«n fhnnffhts nosseBS a acriptures in which the writer attempts
Providence
and is just out of her “teens.” Like all
" Sew Orleana .........
(iftortre V A Lathrop,Christian H. Buhl, TheNew York ............
* leans to set forth the religious belief of the
Cincinnati........... lfi-9 c^ore Romjii, Ch.rleB F. Oorh.m, Oot. Ctojpretty girls in Washington, she has had
Brooklyn ............ J™
such [ twelve tribes. All .mention
mention ox
of rerfiDayton ..............
well, John R Newberry. William A- Moore, a upon the other, and is strong in sucni
Philadelphia .........
her “experiences,”bnt ia now going to
Milwaukee ........... 19-® Dow Eldwood- Alex. Lewis, John Owen, Gen.
Plttabnrvh ...........
ligions doctrine is incidental rather
Chicago .............. 1L® Alger, JudveJame* Y Campbell. A H. Dev,
settle down and marry a Lieutenantof
Baltimore ........... *]•;!
iTmaking a rapid survey of this be- than formal Even
Washington .......... 14-‘
artillery.Once ahe had a narrow esThomas W. Palmer, BenjanunYenior,C. C.
liefl would remark first that the prob- the creation of the universe w only
The greatest mortality reported was
The Turkish Minister fell to
ability of the truth of a second life the lifting' of a curtain that all m y
love
with
her and asked her to be his
that of Sing Sing, N. Y., where it reached
does not depend upon any universal be- the origin of the Hebrew rac®; **
wife. He is a handsome fellow, with a
MSTp“
w»
lifted, emodto
the enormous amonnt of 104.3.
the hearse by eight policemen,being preceded
tbe^ti
we should thick, glossy beard, and, being wealthy
by the pall-bearers.The Becrstaryand Serand fascinating, was considered a good
There are now open 8,215 miles of geaut-at-Arms of the Benate according to
catch. The girl accepted him, and the
usage on such occasions, wore white sashes and
railroad in British India. During the followed the paU-bearers. The general procestitled Tnrk called upon her brother,
who was a lawyer of high standing,
present year the very important Indus
since deceased,to ask her hand. The
Yalley line, connecting the port of
Wtecau^ races have been diaoovVred I muat lear; from lucdenUl records prudent brother made some inquiries
Kurrschu, in Scinde, with the Punjaub
which hold no belief in a second world, whrtmnst^Tebmnaoomaonojnmo
as to the social position his sister would
railroad at Moultan, has been completed,
and which hold no valuable conoeption with the old Children of Israel. . Ibese occupy in Turkey, and was frankly told
and thus, with the exception of the Michigan tftate troops; Company O, Third reto- of this life and partly because philoso- incidents betray a belief in that
that, of course, she would have to conphy has lost faith in what was once spirit-land whiohenoompMedthe oonj form to the customs of the country, as
crossing the Indus at Snk Knr, a con- ment Michigan State troops; Detroit Light
L ght Infantry,Mont- called innate ideas, and has come to be- temporary nations. Even in a cold it would not do for a Turk of the rank
tinnons communication by railway via Guard Band, Detroit
*•/-**r ttflv Anarri Hi mm
lieve that humanity works out its truths history little camp-foes of another life of her would-be husband to introduce
Lahore, Delhi, Agra and Benares, to
^d ite notions by its thought just as it are seen bnghtly. Enoch walked wiUi any innovations into Harem-land.
Calcutta, about 2,120 miles, is estab- StsTf^oTv?, Biahop’a bpera Blouse works out its prineiplesoflaw, and me- God, and was earned to heaven with- When Miss Stanton learned this she inlished. The lines in Upper India Hand Detroit Commandery Lights Templar, chanics, and architecture. Good theo- outthe interrention°f death. Whether dignantly recalledher aceptanee,and
clorey and paU-bearere in carnages,hearse, logical notions are no more bom with men lees virtnoua would pass
the Turk and she have never recogproved of great service in the recent fumilv and relatives,members and ex-members
man than a tone astronomy or a good through death is not related. P0r P nized each other since, nor has he
of die President’s CaUet, membersof the Unit•campaign.
“vU law are bom with him. Labor only those were immoi^ who were since attempted so marry an American
ed States Benate and House of llepreeentaUvee,
officersof the Benate and House of Representa- nonnners all things; the Labor omnia thus delivered from corruption and girl— Washington letter.
Lord Truro, whose residence is at tives Governorsof States and Tem onee. vincit of the Latins being one of the dust Elijah, too, was Been to pass up
A Stowaway’s Terrible Death.
F’alconhurst,on the summit of Shoot- Federaland State indicia^,United States and most universal laws of the universe; among th® angelB,thns Btowing that
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members of

tie

State Legislature,

not far from London, has just the Mayor, Common Council and city officers,
and members of the Board of Education,memafforded an example of funeral simplicbers of the old fire department, citizens in
ity. A few days ago his wife died, and
thought and wearing away of brain and dreamed, and he ^w the^gels
soul have come all out inventionsand passing down and up betweeneaith
his Lordship having caused to be made
soul nave
flnA «kv. thus showing us that to the
.a plain coffin, lightly constructed,so as
er’s hill,

New York recently from Liverpool When her cargo
was about to be unloaded a man was
found leaning against a crate, who
gasped out, “Water.” He was terribly
emaciated and weak. He faintly gave
his name as Harry and said that he was
although
a baker. He was asked if he had been
the time,
all the time while the ship was at sea
dwellin
doubt.
without food or drink, and he nodded
tfuen
the
prooesprof
T
“ the immense rinoed that man dies as a tree, that I tahty are
once, shuddered, and died. Tke body
sion
r --- o
unanimity of the chUdren of the
rerhap.no indent to theOldTerta was sent to the morgue. Nothing was
bell was tolled.
The presence of leadingcitizensfrom the infound on him to indicate his identity
terior wm notable, among whom were Gov.
but a piece of paper, on which was
CroswetT, SenatorFerry and all the Oongreeascratched the address, “Peter Hartman,
men from this State.
Among the distinguishedattendants from not feel affected by their common conbaker, at Simpson’s Soho Street
____
Kaom
in
till
rect witness the story bears to the
other States were ex-United Statee Senator
uent. Labor brings out ideas, just as it
Branch.” The England was thirteen
Simon Cameron, of Pennsylvania,and his son,
point that the Hebrews did not believe
gives us railways and telegraphs,just
days making the voyage, and the stowaSsnatorDon Cameron;Col Burch, Secretary
in annihilation, bnt in a future state.
of the United States Senate: Jesse Bright, as it gives us the luster of the diamond ;
way must have been that length of time
Sergeant-at-Armsof the United States Senate: and, when we would learn anything The story is, substantially, that Saul, without food or water.
being in great trouble over an invasion
Senators Anthony, Bumaide, Logan, Blaine, and
of value about the idea of immortality,

com®

not to arrest the process of natural decay, had

interred in a grave dug in
which fronts the house, at a

it

the lawn

spot selected for the purpose by the de-

ceased lady during her lifetime. The
grave is about four feet deep, and a
marble

monument

will

tion.
What Zulu

_
mark

its poai-

disciplineand rule was

:is clearly indicated by a story told

by

Cetywayo himself while on his way
down to the place* of embarkation.
!

Pointing to

a

bosh, which he designated

The steamship England, of the Na-

—

of^

^

one.

woode

.

others.

•!

AU-

tional line, arrived at
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PANICKY WHEAT.
Stand from Under

When

FALL AND WINTER OPENING.

the Bot-

tom Drops Out.

GENERAL GRANT IN

SPEECH OF

OHICAGO.
At the reumion

of the

And Drop It Will/

Army

of the

Ten-

day had

nessee, alter the oratof of the

A BETTER THING

finished his oration,Geu. Grant was called
for,

and

endeavoringto avoid making
calls grew louder and louder.

after

a speech, the

Thereupon Gen. Grant deliberately drew
from

Pall and winter

How to Spend Money and
Hare

Army

th e

in dif-

HOSIERY of
and

DRESS GOODS.

The

lat-

every description
>; Ladies’ Rubber
Misses’ HOODS, corded Velvet,

made CLOAKS,

Grand

Rapids, Mich., 1879.

Thousands have been and are

gatheringsof the

being

A complete stock CLOAKING, and
variety of Trimmings.

Endless variety of

PRINTS and GINGHAMS, of

the latest styles.

BOOT

In our
a

large

and

everything else in the rubber line.

and patterns. Real novelties.

large variety of ready

BOOTS, PANTS, CAPS,

Buttons, Nubias, Umbrellas,etc.

Stock of

A

speech of his life; “After an absence of

from

SILKS

A

ol differentprices.

liberatelyread the following, the longest

several years

est styles

Still

It.

manuscript and as de-

his pocket a

large number of DRESS
ferent shades and colors.

A

WHEAT

THAN

have

a

and

SHOE

Departqient,

complete line, piled up

and lack room

we

HORSE BLANKETS.

full line of choice

FAMILY GROCER-

IES, includingthe best Japan Tea for

in boxes,

50 cents.

to display it. Call for

me heart- ruined by speculationin wheat. Stocks Numbers of SHAWLS, of all prices, and
real bargains.
All grades of SUGARS, as cheap as anyand my
SKIRTS of differentstyles.
of all kinds are maelstroms,and the man
where else, and hundreds of other necesReady-Made CLOT HING— the largest and
earliest comrades in arms in a great con
Ladies’ and Misses’ UNDERWEAR, of
most complete stock ever brought into
flict for the nationality and union of al
sary, useful and ornamental articles, too
who buys to-day knows not what he can
differentprices. Babies’ Bootes, etc.
Holland.
the States under one free and always to be
numerous to mention.
sell for to morrow.
maintained government.In my long abThe moral of speculation is to put
sence from the country I have had a most
Vi e are so crowded that we desire our customers to ask for goods if they don’t see them.
favorable opportunity for seeing and con
money into honest investment. The man
paring in my own mind our institutions
who buys a dress for bis wife, mother,
with those of all the European countries,
Wheat, Corn, Oats, Potatoes, Butter and Eggs taken in exchange for goods.
and most of those of Asia—comparing our sister, cousin, aunt, or daughter,is laying
resources developed and dormant, the
up treasures where they will be of benefit.
Lime, Stucco, Lath. Shingles, Salt (by the pound or barrel) always on hand.
capacity and energy of our people for upholding the goverment and developing its The family which purchases a carpet,
of the Tennessee,

it

affords

felt pleasure to be again with you,

resources with most of the civilizedpeople
of the

goods at low

curtains, or household

ALSO, STOVE WOOD.

fig-

world everywhere, from England

to Japan,

from Russia to Snain and Por- ures, is doing that which redounds to

its

t3T

tugal. We are understood, our resources comfort and stability.
are highly appreciated, and the skill, enMessrs. Spring & Company, the great
ergy and intelligence of our citizens recognized. My receptions have been your Dry Goods and Carpet House of Western
receptions,They have been everywhere

Michigan, recognize these facts. They

el

Call and look over the Store, and you will be pleased to ackuowledge the completenessof our Stock.

<T_

H.A.IRIRIN'GTOnsr,

a kind of acknowledgement that the Unit-

HI O L L A. IT ID, jucicih:.

ed States is a nation, composed of strong, carry a stock second to none in the State,

brave and intelligent people, capable of and they sell goods at bottom figures.
judging their rights and ready to maintain
One glace at their store and stock
them at all hazards. This Is a non partisan

men who
that no foe,

association but composed of
united in a determination

are

sufficient to

ward
Hardware Store
first

is

convince customers that the

do-

which to buy

is Spring

& Com-

mestic or foreign, shall interferebetween

dace in

us and the maintenance of our grand, free

liny’s. Their prices throughout every

and enlightened

Cor. of Fish

to area, postpones the

purchaser.

Buying goods for spot cash, with a

res-

day

ants will have to consider the question of

the

without referenceto the

human

when

sires of the people, and

taste or de-

Spring

& Company

tiny of

goods and prices. These are their

invite the closest scru-

but few can

exercise the privilege of the plain luxury

best advertisements.
87-3mo.

of selecting the articles of food they will
eat, the quantity

and quality of the cloth-

ing they will wear, but will remain the
abundant home of all who possess energy
and strength and make good use of them.
If we remain true to ourselves such a
country
of

it,

is

one to be proud of.

proud that

I

I

a common

West, enjoys

STATE OF MICHIGAN. County

which in

com-

a sense they

memorate, have passed away. They do
not serve to keep up sectional feeling or
bitternesstoward our late foe, but they do
keep up the feeling that

we

disoluble.

We

feel

and maintain

that

(he oppositeside from us, have equal
claims with ourselves in all the blessings
of our great and common country. We
claim for them the right to travel all over
this broad land and exercise where they
please the right to settle and become citlzens, exercising,too, their political and religious convictions free

A WISE DEACON.
how you

I

want you to tell

me

kept yourself and family so well

the past season,

when

all the rest of us

have been sick so much, and have had the
doctors running to-us so long.”
Bro. Taylor, the answer is very easy.
I used

Hop

Bitters in time,

—

— MONEY

bills.

Tlfree dollars’ worth of it kept us all well
nnd able to work all the lime, and I wifi
warrant it has cost you and most of the
neighbors one to two hundered dollars a
piece to keep sick the same time. I guess
you 11 take my medicine hereafter.”

Packages not exceeding

“
“ "
44 44 44

.......

...

..

~.g

20,

1

5c.

40, 20c.
25c.

......

i

......

t50,

larr/e turns In much smaller proportion.

aad nicbMt ChwfM, rordU, to DUUbw.

Packages sot exceeding

d
ha/

j

or

5

qTTb

1

b»72

0

-FAIDI
C. F4 1 ba 2 P C .

C'

Be,

Mrs. M.

P. Visser,

Cor. of Eighth

OTTO BREYMAN,

and River

Streets,

New

Store

!

The undersigned having formed a co-partnership
for the purposeof carrying on a

DRY GOODS

them

a sail, at

como and

give

VKNNKMA’S BRICK
STOKE,

Eighth

n„ av

Holland, Nov.

1879.

,,o-o MRS. M.P. VISSER.
1,

88-8mo.

Huizenga &
It

an object for cash customersto deal

caiUnd see for y ^urs0?? k*** fre*h ftnd comP,*!lu;
OT All kinds of Farm Produce taken In exchange.
1,

1B7».

The undersignedhereby informs his fellow-citlrens that he has had constructed for him a platform
spring dray, someihlngnew, neat and strong, and
has other wagon* and single-horse drays to supply
a popu’ar want, and is now ready to serve the
citizens of Holland In the very best methods of
dray ng at reasonable rates.
dray will be on hand six days In the
week, rain or shine.
I

Co.

fOS RAINY WEATHER I BATE LAR3S COVERS TO
PREVENT THE PSEIOBT FRON
OITTINO
v

WET.

Orders for drays can be left at E. Herold’s boot
and shoe store,and will always receive Immediate
attention. For further particulars, or contracts,
apply to the proprietor.

Ed. J. Harrington, Jr.
G.’

ol^LEY 0A’

Holland, Nov.

1,

18T9.

BMttno.

88-1mo.

Farms

cct.ng officers, receiving reports of officer*lor
pas'l year, ahd for the tra, Motion of “ch other
•u-fneM as may properly come before the meet
he.

fitA

CniCHBrTEJA?mtaofr’

^

ECTALTEt

for Sale.

price of
8 Horse Power ...... $ 242.00
....... 288.00
....... 318.80

Jn

Holland, Sept. 16,

1679.

D’

ENGINE,

Compact, Substantial, Economical and easily managed.
Guaranteedto work well and
give full power claimed. The
Engine and holler complete,
Including governor, pump,
etc. (and boxing) at the low'

180 acres,three miles north of the city, on the
Grand IlaAen road, with dwelling and orchard.
180 acres, of which ten are cleared, situated In
the township of Olive, near Cole’s mill. Good
house.
HO acres of land In Section 21, of the township
of Holland. Also 80 acres, mostly cleared, clay,
gravel and sandy land, adjoiningDirk Panins’
the township of Holland.
The above lands can be bought at reasonable
terms. Inquire of

”
W”

“

”

JAMES-LEFFKL & COL
49-ly

BITTERS.

HOP BITTERS.
If

County of Ottawa, ss.
A. a session of the Probate Court of the county
of Ottawa,hotden at the Probate Office, In the
city of Grand Haven in said county, on Friday
the twenty-fourthday of October,in the year
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-nine.

Springfield,Ohio.

i

M

you are simply ailing, are weak and low spirited, try It! Buy It. Insistupon it.
Your druggist keeps it.

HOP BITTERS.
It

may

save your ll/e. It has saved hundreds.

Tatk’ Ju(lfie °r Probate.
°f th° e0tate of El‘zur H°pklns,

On reading and

filing

Mortgage Sale.

the petition,duly verified.

TAE FAULT having been made

in the conditions
of payment of a certain IndcntcroofMortgage, made by Bennett Harrison and Mary L. Harrison his wire, of the township of Olive, county
of Ottawa, ana State of Michigan,to Mattalcna
Mencgita, of the township of Bangor,county of
Van Buren, and State of Michigan,bcarii* date
the twenty-fifth day of January, A. D. eighteen
hundred and seventy-eight,and duly recordedIn
the office of the Registerof Deeas of Ottawa
county, State of Michigan, on page 299 of Liber 2
of MortgagesIn said office, on the twenty-n-venth
day of May, A. D. eighteenhundred andf seventyeight, at half past two o’clock in the afternoon of

LJ

Monday, the twenty-fourth day
ncJx,t’ at.

EyMv

St.

TATE,

Which we sell cheap. BUTTER and EGGS will
be taken in exchange. Call and aee for yourself,
at the old store of

DRAYIM!
STORE,

L.

Judge of Probate.

STATE OF MICHIGAN.

dScensed

Local Ag.ct,

Holland. Mioh.

SAMUEL

Probate Order.

Still continues to sell as cheap as ever, and our
Send yonr Money and Parcels by Express; American and Holland customerscan rely on just
cheapest and quickest,with positivesecurity. as civil and efficient treatment us heretofore.We
WM. 0. FARGO, Pres*.
have a Stock of

Holland, Nov.

i

_

A true copy, (Attest.)
~*w

ON THE

I*ft with any Agent of this Co. will be promptly
executed, *Uhout expense, other than the ordinary
charge for carrying the goods.

w'fi I"®**
By order of the Board of Education.

HOP

persons interested In said estate,are rcqnirod to
appear at a session of Mid Court, then to be holden
at the Probate office.In Grand Haven, in said
WhoeAcr yon are. whereveryon are. whenever you
county, nnd -how canse, if any there he. why the
feci that your system needs cleansing, toning
prayer of the petitioner should not be granted:
or stimulating, without intoxicatlny,take
And It Is further ordered, that said petitionergive
notice to the persons interested In said estate of
the pendency of said petition and the hearing
thereof,by causing a copy ol this order to be published In the “Holland City News,” a newsHave you dyspepsia,kidney or wlnory compMnt,
paper printed and circulated In said county of
disease of the stomach, boice'.s.Moot!, liver or
Ottawa, for three successive weeks previous to
nervesf You will be cured If you take
said day of hearing.

Other matter, wholly injyrint,
, or-

ORDERS FOR PURCHASIKGGOODS

M.

Wednesday,
November

HOP BITTERS.

GROCERY| FEED STORE

PRINTED MATTER.

^

WHI.

!

THE

of the c,tJ°f Ho"»nd
0 #
Prol|°Ml« op to and Including
the 99th day of November next fnr a..iu-nv.-

Holland, Nov. 15,

of Ottawa, ss.

HOP BITTERS.

„ J- VAN DER
VEEN.
Nov.l.J879.
JtfWimo.

IREAID

MERCHANDISE.
UwmI

No. 82
L

you are a man of business, weakened by the
strainof yonr duties,avoid stimulants ami take

HOP BITTERS.

GLASS,

„ M
Holland,

Respectfully Invito the public to

Wood Wanted!

If

.

STOVES

HARDWARE, TINWARE,

CURRENCY AND COLD.

and kept my

Ltjily well and saved large doctor

County of Ottawa, ss.

a

At a session of the Probate Court of the countv
of Ottawa,holden at the Probate Office. In the
city of Grand Haven in said county, on Tuesday
the twenty-eighthday of October,In the year If you arc a man of letters,tolling over yonr midone thousand eight hundred nnd seventy-nine. night work, to restore brain and nerve waste, take
Present: Samuel L. Tate, Judge of Probate.
J.
Prop’r.
In the matter of the estate of Irena Retan, minor.
On reading and filing the petition, duly verified,
A large assortmentof
of Robert Lawrence,grandfather and next of kin
of said minor, representing
that said minor is a If you are young, and suffering from any indiscreresident of said county of Ottawa,nnd is possessed
tion or dissipation,takq
of real and personal estate in said county, and
Of the best quality,at various prices. A complete praying among other things that he may 'be apstock of
pointed as guardian of the person nnd estate
of said minor. Thercaponit is ordered,that
the twenty-sixthday of If you are married or single, old or young, sufferFEED-CUTTERS,CORM-8HELLER8,
ing from poor health or languishing on
next, at one o’clock, in .the aftera bed of sickness, take
And all kinds of Farming Implements.Repair- noon, he assignedfor the hearing of said Petition,
ing of Tinware neatly done on short notice.
nnd that the next kin of said minor, and all other

from

molestation
or ostracism either on account of them or
their connection with the past. We ask
nothing more for ourselves, and we would
rejoice to see them become powerfulrivals
lu the development of our great resources,
in the acquisitionof all that should be desirable in this life, and in patriotism and
in love of country.'’

“Deacon Wilder,

Between 3,000 OfTloee of this Co. In Ntfw
Knsland.MiddleandWeeternOtateei also
to officesof nsariy all Connecting Lines.

L •

those who fought and fought bravely, on

er

VAN DER VEEN,

REDUCED PACKAOE RATES

are a nation

and that it must be preservedone and

t

HOP BITTERS.

glad

those society meetings keep up so long after (he events,

A

November

Probate Ord

heritage, and

am

STATE OK MICHIGAN.

session of the Probate Court of the county
of Ottawa, holden at the Probate Office. In the
city of Grand Huvcn. in said county, on Wednesday the twenty-ninth day of October, In the year
one thousand cijfht hundred and •eventy-iiine.
Present: Samuel L. Tate, Judge of Probate.In
the matter of the estate of Bcrnardus Ledeceased.
boer, deceased.
On reading and filing the petition,duly verified,
/"^dlng and filing the petition,duly verified,
of Kobert Lawrence,admlniatrator, with will an- or Alllda Ledeboer, representing that said Boraarnexed, of aaid estate,representing that said estate
dus Ledeboerlately died in said county intestate,
is lully administered,and praying that his final
leaving real and personal estate in said county of
account may be examined and allowed, and he disOttawa to he administered,
and praving for the
charged fn»m fun her trust. Thereupon it la orderappointment of herself as administratrix thereof.
ed, that
the twenty-sixth Thereupon it Is ordered, that Saturday the
day of
next, at one o’clock, in the
twenty-ninth day of
next,
afternoon, be assignedfor the hearing of aaid Pc"i* °u e °'c*oc^ In the afternoon, be assigned for
tition, and that the heirs at law of the said dethe hearing of »aid Petition, and that the heirs at
ceased, and all other persons interested in said
aw of the said deceased,and all other persons
estate,are required to appear at a session of said
Interestedin said estate,are required to appear at
Court, then to be holden at the Probate office, In
a session of said Conrt, then to be holden at the
Grand Haven, in said county, and show cause. If Probate Office,in Grand Haven, in said comity,
any there he, why the prayer of the petitioner and show cause If any there be, why the prayer of
should not be granted: And It is further ordered,
the petitionerahould not be granted: And it is ferthat said petitioner give notice to the persons Intner ordered, that said petitionergive notice to the
terested in said estate of the pendency of said
P‘‘rs011'*Interested in said estate,of the pendency
petitionand the hraring thereof,by causing a copy of said petition and the hearing thereof, bv causof this order to be published in the “Holland ing acopy of this order to be published In the
Cmr News.” a newspaper printed and circulated •Holland City News,’’ a newspaperprinted and
In aaid county of Ottawa, for three successive circulated In said county of Ottawa, for three sucweeks previous to said day of hearing.
cessive week* previous to said day of hearing.
A true copy, (Attest.) SAMUEL L. TATE,
A true copy, (Attest.) SAMUEL L. TATE.
Judge of Probate.
J udge of Probate.

citizen.

Every citizen, North, South, East and
should feel an equal pride. I

Countr of Ottawa, aa.
At a ewaton of the Probate Court of the county
of Ottawa,holder) at the Probate office. In the
city of Grand Haven In mid county, on Tueaday
Ihe twenty. eighth day ot October, in the year
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-nine
Present:Samuel L. Tate. Judsre of Probate.In
the matter of the estate of Loretta Retail,de-

am proud

am an American

Probate Order.

STATE OF MICHIGAN,

Wednesday,
November

house here,

latest novelties to the

the soil is to support them, how (be

most can be produced to support
life

of every

this proposition In

come when our descend- ident buyer in New York who daily sends

tor generations to

how

departmentcorroborate

energy and resources of ihe mind

its fertility.The

our people, with the sparsity of our popu-

compared

Sts.

institutions, and the unity

of all the states, the area of our country

lation

and Eighth

Probate Order.

one o’clock, In the

of

after-

for,tho hear!n« °r ',aid Petition,
heirs at law of the said deceased, and<
. <otr.rpcr,,on8interested in said estate,are res' K.i° ®P1,e?rat a "csslon of said Court, then to
be holden at the Probate office, In Grand Haven,
.i. .i.C(mnty’and |,,,ow cense, If any there be,
why the prayer of the petitioner should not be that day, upon which said mortgage there Is
granted: And it is further oidered, that said peticlaimed to be due at the date of this notice the
tioner give notice to the persons interested In said
sum of five hundred and seventy-eight dollarsand
estate of the pendency of bald petition and the
hearingthereof, by cansing a copy of this order sixty-one cents (|5‘i8.01), and no suit or proceedings having been Instituted at law or in equity to
to be publishedIn the “ Holland Citt News,”
recoverthe debt now remaining securedoy said
a newspaper printed and circulated In said county
mortgage or any part thereof: .Notice is therefore
for three successive weeks previous to
hereby gwen, That by virtue of the power, ot sale
laid day of hearing.
in said mortgage contained, said mortgage’wlll be
A true copy, (Attest.) SAMUEL L. TATE,
foreclosed by a sale of the mortgaged premises, on
Judge of Probate.
•|I?d

lfat

_

Monday, the Seventeenth 17th) day of
November, A. D. Eighteen Hundred
and Seventy-nine (1879), *t one o'clock
(

NEW GOODS.

the afternoon, at the front door of the Ottawa
connty circuit conit house, in the city of Grand
Haven, (aaid court house being the place of holding the clrcnlt court within the county In which
Boma prookb— at I kinds.
the lands and premise* described in eald mortgage
cents I*8** flV° qaIre8 ^ 0ood Note Paper for 25 are situated),at public vendue to the highest Didder; the lands and premises in said mortgage
H. D. Post.
described, being to-wlt: Ail that certain piece or
parcel ol land situate and being lu the township
of Olive,conntj of Ottawa,and State of Michigan,
Notice to Contractors.
and described a* follows,to-wlt : The south threefourths (Mths) of the west ball of the southeast
quarter of section eighteen (18) in town six (6)
north of range fifteen (13) west, containingsixty
(6“) acres, or so much thereof %s may be necessary
to satisfythe amount due on said mortgage, with
Hie matil n°d "b ^j|jV6m*)er^h,|for furnishing
Interest at the rate of ten per cent per year, and
District. Plan and spccfLationscan ^seeifat tne legal costs of this foreclosure together with an
the More of E. J. Harrington*in Holland City, attorney’s foe of twenty five dollars as In said
Proposals to be addressed to the undersignedat mortgage agreed and provided.
West Olive, Ottawa county, Mich. The District Dated Holland! August 2flth, A. D. 1879.

Blank-Books-a fall assortment, cheap !

Among

in

88-tf.

re* CTree

the right to reject any or all bids.
0. ROBART.
, Clerk of DistrictBoard.

JOHN

MATTALENA

MENEGUA, Uortoagee.
H EN RY D. POST, Attorney for said Mortgagee.
28-15w,

Navigation is

lotting.

The Bismarck

decreasing, only a few

vessels arriving and departing.

A mild

Thanksqiviko, Thursday, No?. 27th.

business in

We

winter is predicted, from the

way bees are conducting themselea.

The

land office did the largest

Our Big Bargains

-

history in October.

--

4

HAVE ARRIVED,

the circuit court.
most of the vessels belonging to

this port are sailing out of

Grand Haven.

Ofc Thursday last we had as fine weath-

“Keep

reliable friends always at

And wHUbe

hand,”

Although it

placed on our.

Counters on

such Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup has eminent-

er os oue could expect io the middle of

$20,000 Worth

rained in the morning,

ly proven itself to bet Thousands of testhere was quite a number of people in timonials.Try it. 25 cents.
Nov.
town on Wednesday last— market-day.
Oh one day this week, between Elmira
On Monday morning last a fire was disand New York, there were sixty miles of
On Sunday evening last the first arrest covered in the tannery of Cappon, Bertsch
eastern-boundfreight cars, heavily laden, was made under the ordinanceprohibiting
& Co., but in lime to be extinguished We received during last week over $20,in motion at one time.
the congregatingof people on street cor- before great damage was done.
000 worth of the following great bargains,
which we offer fully 20 per cent, below
ners
The
boys don’t seem to like it “one
At Herold’s boot and shoe store we
At
Boot & Kramer’s grocery store former prices.
have seen the finest rubber shoes for ladies bit.”
there has just been received a largo stock
French Novelties $$, former price $3.
we have ever seen. They are an entirely
The bridge of the Grand Haven railroad of goods, comprisingamong the number
French
Novelties $1.25, former price
new design, and simply beautiful.
across Black river is being thoroughly all kinds of salted fish, anchovy, etc.

_____

May.

CLOTHING!

learn from our county clerk that

there are twelve divorce suits pending in

The choir of Hope church has been
reorganized.

its

'

3

Monday Morning,

READY-MADE
CLOTHING,

$1.75. T

This

year’s

work

repaired.This was necessary. The im-

at our harbor having

been completed, the government inspector,
Mr. J. Gee, took

i

his

whole

departure on Thurs-

-

sene dangers
*

Ip this nice weather keeps on a

on

Lamp

when

are safe from kero-

the Harris

& Smith

used. No other

sal favor

among the

vention.

-

It begins to

look like an imposing building, and

week, adjourned the circuit court without

article within

-

synod of Northern

Illinois

next annual session in

.

A three year old child of Mr. H. Vaii
der Haar was seriously burnt, on Wednes-

to the city.

“We

result is

due to the

will hold

its

Kankakee. This

efforts of Rev. E. C.

Oggel.”

To bo oold within th« next

BeautifulScotch Plaids (all wool) 46
inches wide, for 85c, worth $1.25.

We

are glad to announce that the Presbyterian

people as this new in-

Gents’ Furnishing Goods

60c.

criticised their action severely.

The Kankaket (111.) QmtU says:

Novelties 50c,

former price 75c.
English Dross Goods in beautiful effects,
85c, 40c, and 45c, formerly sold for 50
and
s

propriationfor paying his services.He

Safety

our knowledge has met with such univer-

finished it will undoubtedly be an orna-

ment

is

if

little

the new school

house will be completed yet.

French and German

Judge Hawes, at Adrian, Mich., last

making along the

immense.

line are

Persons and property

us.

while longer, the roof

is

day, the supervisorshaving made no ap-

day last. Mr. Gee has made many friends
during his stay among

provementsthis road

AND

call specialattentionto our

30

immense

stock of Black Cashmeres,which we
bought very much under regular value,
and offer them at followimrvery low prices:
86 inches wide, fine, ail wool Black Cashmeres, 45c, worth 60c; 88 inches 50c, very
fine 60c, formerly 75c; 40 inches wide 70c,
worth 85c; 40 inches extra heavy 75c ; 46
inches wide 90c, worth $1 ; 46 Indies extra
fine $1, never before sold for less than

Prom the 80th of November,

and spillOur readers wtll notice, by glancing ing a pot of hot molten tallow, which a
The annual meeting of the Farmers’
over our new notices,that Dr. F. S. LedeMutual
Fire Insurance company of Allefew seconds before had been taken from
boer has changed his office, and has fitted
/
gan
and
Ottawa counties will bo held at
the stove and placed on the floor.
$1.25.
up the rooms in Vennema’s building, on
Allegan on the 2d day of December next.
Also an immense stjck of Low Priced
Eighth street, formerly occupied by Dr.
Mr. P. Pfanstiehl has sold his shingle AH those interested will take notice. See
Dress Goods. 2,500 yards Snow Flake
Gee.
and saw mill to Mr. G. Van Putten and advertisement.
Dress Goods 6c a yard. 8,000 yards heavy
Venhuizen, who will refit it for a butterplaid Dress Goods 8e. 5,000 yards of very
We understand that extensive improve- heavy Camels’ Hair Dress Goods, excel
A man by the name of J. Krokee had tub factory. The new firm will be known
ments will be made to Grand Haven har- lent goods to wear, at 12^c per yard
his right hand badly mashed and lacerated,!
as G. Van Putten & Co., and will combor during next season. The wrecking of worth 25c.
io Cappon’s tannery, on Wednesday last.
mence operations as soon as possible.
the
Amazon seems to have awakened the
The thumb and forefinger fall/ probably
Our Dress Goods stock is undoubtedly
chief
engineer and the Secretaryof War the largestand best assorted in the city.
List of Letters remaining in the postbe lost. Dr. Wm. Van Putteli/was called
day evening lust, by falling over

Regardless of the

wounds.

Cost

!

Unheard of Bargains can bo procured by purchasing your Clothing at this Great Closing-Out
Sale,

as the goods will be sold for lass than the

value of the cloth and trimmings.

Don't buy a dollar's worth of clothing nnttl yon
have cxsmlnsd our

Holland, Mich., Nov. 13th, 1879: to the importance of having (at least one
We would call attention to our bargains
Walkot, Geo. Sliouf, Miss Rosa good harbor on the east shore of Lake in Beaver Shawls, bought at auction. A1
It would have required a strong team of
Wool Beaver Shawls $8, worth $4. Re
Kent in care of Miss V. Bennett (2), Charles Michigan.
\ versible Beaver Shawls $5, formerly $7.
horses to haul away the ready-made clothMaulayer.
The tug McMillan left Holland fort 0nr Cloak stock Is second to none In the
ing sold at Harrington’son Wednesday
Wm. Vbrbekk, P. M.
Snugutuck Tuesday night, towing a scow urade, and we offer special inducements in
last, especially overcoats, which are sold
After many delays, owing to very bad loaded with forty barrels of kerosene oil. this department, as we had our Cloaks
8) cheap that it would be foolish for the
weather, the schooner Tri-Color has ar- When she reached the dock at Saugatuck Via(^e durinK the summer months, at less
farmers to go without them.
rived with 1,000 bushels of corn. She Capt. Holt found that only six barrels of J an PreseDl vu U0,
have also an extraordinarylarge
We were obliged to omit our regular will take out a load from Vanderveeu <fe the forty were on the scow— the rest had
/assortmentof ladles’, gents’ and children's
market table this week, owing to a crowd Co’s stave factory, which factory is prefammUfULog
Underwear, Woolen and Merino Hosiery
of matter and advertisements. Wheat paring to shut down for the season. The
and Gloves in all grades. We claim extra
Work on the new Stanton branch of the good value in ladies’and gents’ Under
seems to be declining in price, and is guot- schooner Wollin is also loading again,
Detroit, Lansing and Northern railway his wear at 50c.
ed at $1.15 to-day. Butter brings 14 cents, with lumber.
to dress the

AYS

ID

mammoth stock, and

you will

save fully 50 per cent.

office at

Nancy

............. ^
rolled

The passengers on the returning train on one of these sinks and it is not yet filled.
Thursday
morning looked as though the
some more rain— a little over one inchThe Iron Mountain and Sonthean railboom
had
been a success.
aggregating a waterfall of nearly five
road
has a plow that cuts a railroad ditch
inches during this week.*On Wednesday last, Mr. Barker, the along.-ddethe railroad track thirty inches

who has had charge of the wide and two feet deep, arid Is attached to
advertising building of the new cribs for our harbor, a platform car. One mile of ditch two
trick. But this is actuallythe case with the left for his home, having completed the feet deep and three f&t wide is made every
•Singer Sewing machine. The machine work to the satisfaction of the govern- four hours, doing the work of one thouBeware of

much

sells so

imitationslYou may often gentleman

faster,

an

owing to

ment engineers. The contractorswere sand men. It is the
N. 8. Gear & Co., of Syracuse, N. Y., of plow ever made.

its superior

merits, than the other kinds, that the imitators are actually in the field with a
terfeit

coun- which firm Mr. Barker is a partner.

machine.- Beware!

There

Early on Sunday morning a

are fifty-three cotton-millsin

operation in North Carolina, and the con

gale o^

The

largest and strongest

latest dispatches which came into

Grand Rapids yesterdaymorning indicate
that Governor Crosswell has appointedF.

wind sprung up from the south, and made 8uniPllon for the Past year i3 estimated at C. Beaman, of Adrian, to fill the vacancy
almost every house in the city tremble. (38.484 bales, or 17,207,800 pounds. Ac- caused by the death of Senator Chandler.
1

The smoke stack of Mr. F. Hummel’s tan- hording to the figures of the national cot-

nery was blown down, the sign

of Mr. j100 exchange, this

Higgins’ art gallery was whipped over the

mM-H

ney of Van Landegend’s work shop, in
broken

office,

off close to the

As the new Lyceum

jyDon’t

forget the place—

Bosnian’s Old Store
Oppositethe Post-Office,

EIGHTH STREET,
HOLLAND, RICH.

increase of

now

the next

be added

twelve months.

Just received at

Have time and trouble,wh mention that
we are positivelya Ons Pries Establishment.

DRUG STORE,
Three doors East

of Kruisenga’s Store.

Eighth Street, City op Holland.
A Complete assortmentof Children's and Infanta
hoea for fall and winter, and a fall line of
Ladles’ and Gentleman'swear.

nothing about Mr. Beaman, fur-

ther than that he was an average Congress-

Dr.Il.A.Sclioiiten,

made with the view to leave the
open for the full term until the next

CALL AND SEE

FltOFK/IEJTOR..

fight

E.
This new store will keep a mil supply of tbe best
and fiuest

Legislature meets

^

hall nears comple-1

We know

IsTEW stock:
—OP Corner Canal and Bronson,
BOOTS & SHOES
Grand Rapids, Mich.
—
—
FIRST WARD
E. HEROLD,

being erected, with ment was

*ii0 prospect that others will

was blown down, within

roof.

was an

A Largs and Fin*

1 IffllG

1

bales over the previous years. Three man, and therefore think that the appoint-

street like a piece of paper, and the chim- jparRfl Mills are

the rear of this

We mean bmi-

ness.

morning we had

find that phrase used as

within 86 days, and you can

buy the Goods at your own prices.

/

As our stock in every department is
The night express on the Chicago & numerous sinkholes, which swallow up
very complete, and having a great many
The rain came down in torrents on West Michigan railroad left our depot earth with the voracity of a small boy at more bargains titan we could mention here
Tuesday morning last. It is estimated that with 336 passengers, on Tuesday evening a Thanksgiving dinner. Laborers have it will fully repay all those who give our
stock a fair inspection.
over three inches of water fell in a few last, to participate in the Grant boom. been engaged for a month upon a single

On Wednesday

the Stock mnat be sold

been seriously delayed by the discovery of

eggs 16 cents, and potatoes 35 cents.

hours.

REMEMBER

Popular Education of To-Day.—
Teacher— Who was the first man ? Schol-

It

is

strange but true that the owners of

Mciin,

ferkerisii Toiltl

Article, Ciprt,

Hoiaawd, Mich., Sept.

HEROLD.

1877.

JUST RECEIVED
AT

Writing Matwrinl, Snuff,

the best sewing machine have never made

1,

US.

tin

Millinery Store

And tbe finest assortmentof

Horace Greeley. Teacher— What is any extensive efforts to establishan agency
tion the queslion arises,Whr.t shall thj*
in this city. They have noticed that this
opening entertainmentbe?,>X6 additional the shape of the earth surface ? ScholarE. F. IKIETZ
SISTER,
localityneeds an agency here and have
funds will be needed to seat th( hall and Flat like a Pan cake. Teacher— Which is
A
LAROljAMD
therefore established one. Mr. C. F. Ken(for Medicinaluse only,)
purchase scenery, why could not: an open- the best Blond Purifier!Scholar— Pettit’s
nedy, the present agent, can be found at
COMPLETE FALL 810CK
is the best and only Blood Purifieron earth.
And almost everything else belonging In a well
ing entertainment, gotten'UPby our home
tbe book store of Mr. L. T. Ranters, and stocked drug store.
Teacher— Who is the Agent for this
talent, lie given ? That would certainly
place?
Scholar— Sold by T. E. Annis & parties wishing to examine or try “The The above firm are the manufacturersof DR.
yield a handsome margin for urnishing
Singer”— the best machine in the worldSCHOUTEN’S
the building, and we have plenty of liter Co., Drugggists and Apothecaries,Holcan find it there, and learn all about it.
FEATHERS,
land,
Mich.
ary a id musical talent in the city for the
PULS RU8BIA8, TIES,
Tlterc are more Singer machines sold in AHTI-3IL1S
purpose,if it can he brought together.
XISTD
What might have terminated in a seri- one year, than of all the other companies
HOSISBY,
Let some one suggest something.
GLOVES,
our accident, turned into a huge joke, at combined, thus proving what the people
and all kinds or
Compound Syrup of Rhubarb.
ar—

Wines A

HATS, BONNETS,

_

A short
made

time ago Gen. John Gibbon

the assertion that one hundred bush-

AMPECEANT

the residenceof Mrs. Lefevre, on Sunday

morning last.

think. They are manufactured at tbe rote

Alter the family had been of 10,200 per week, and still the

demand

(of which we cannot be supplied. The prices range
make mention elsewhere) that struck the from $20.00 to $40.00
ground in the territoryof Montana. The
city at that time, a lamp was lighted, and
statement having been receivedwith inThe strangest news coming to us from
after the storm abated the family»retired
credulity, he wrote to the president of the
Germany— even stranger than that the
again, and left the lamp burning. # The oil
First National bank in Helena for proof.
effeminate Viennese should welcome the
being nearly consumed the lamp began to
In reply he received the certificate of the
man who conquered them, at Kooiggratz—
emit
smoke, which nearly suffocated the
president and secretary of the Territorial
is that a learned doctor has discovered a
Fair association that one James L. Ray, lady, and which suffocation or troubled
means of dyeing human eyes any color he
of Lewis and Clark counties, was awarded breathing awoke her. The light had gone
out She awoke her daughters, Who she likes, not only without injury to the delifirst premium for the best acre of wheat,
cate orbs, but, as he asserts, with positive
found also breathing heavily. They arose
being one hundred and two bushels to the
advantage to the powers of sight. He
acre. This is believed to be the largest and lighted another lamp, with great difficannot only give the fait ladies eyes black
culty, however, because the matches were
yield of wheat on record.
damp, and because the matches were as night, or blue as orient skies by day,
Postmaster General Key is trying his damp they besmeared their hands, etc., but he can turn them out in hue of silver
utmost to show to the United States how with the suipher, and made a weird ap- or of gold. He says golden eyes are exels of

wheat had been raised on an acre of

big a fool he can

make

will drive thousandsof dollars into the

the other lamp

was

When

lighted, the daughters

noticed their mother being

without a grand name; therefore the Ger-

man doctor calia hia discovery “ Ocular
entirely black

G.

Or, does he think ho can bull- they began to realize their real plight, and

doze the people in

this part of the

country that which might have terminated in a

like they do in Yazoo, Mississippi!Mr.

fire or suffocation,

Key

laugh about the figures they presented.

better start n few printing offices, and

ended with a hearty

hours,
S0-ly

all

wanted by

the board of educa-

tion.

Boney Carpenter,

Prop’r.

This is at present the noai popular

OYSTER/

HOUSE

IN

1 Lost!

JPHCEITIX
Planing Mill
In rebuilding our

new shop we have purchased
entirelynew

THE CITY OP GHaND RAPIDS,
Machinery of the most Approved Patterns,

Nos.

and 14 Canal Street,

2

1

And we are

we caa
want

confident

Opposite Sweet's Hotel.

You

will find all

and every
you

GAME

effort will be

feel

in their season,

made

at home, and

ter to

to

to

who

Planing, Matching,

make

minis-

satisfy all

OB

Re-Sawing Done.

your wants with
WE HAVE

kindnessand

alacrity.

FINE LiaUORsT and CIGARS
ALWAYS ON HAND.

Lost

Hair-Dressing done, and Switches made to order.
Call In and see our selections. We shall deem It a
pleasure to show our goods.
E. P. MITZ A 8I8TER.

RESTAURANT, 81-Smo.

noticed one asking for bids on sixty cords
of wood,

FANCY GOODS.
Warner*! Health Preserving Corsete.

METROPOLITAN

tremely becoming. Nothing goes down

pockets of the express companies.For irom the smoke of the lamp, and she in Transmutation:” He guarantees success
one thing is sure— people will play— in turn noticed her daughterswere also com- and harmlessness in the operation.
Among oar new advertisementswill be
spite of the opinion of the sanctimonious pletely black. Under these circumstances
P. M.

night.

Prescriptionscarefully componnd at
day or

awakened bjithe severe gale

of himself. Hia pearance to the rest of the family.

recent instructions about lottery business

&

Liquors,

Regular Meals

DRY

A

STEAM

XIIiJST
AND THB

DRYING OF LUMBER WE SHALL
MAKE A SPECIALTY.

only 25 cts.
Between H. YtopelPl harness shop and
D. Meeng’s drugstore, a roll of five dollar
Mr. Carpenteralso has a Sample Room
DOORS, SASH
BLINDS,
bills, four in number, making $20. Anythe people’s money, and thus kill off the of the episode is, that nearly all the paper
one finding the same will receive five dol- at No. 11 Ionia Street,ol wjblch Mr. Wm. Or anything in our line mannfactared on abort
printers,so that ihey can’t “go” for him on the walls, clothing in the room, etc.,
lars upon return of the money.
notice.
R. Getz is mfflager.
. WERKMAN A VAN ARK.
so much.
was spoiled by lamp black.
C. WIERSEMA.
envelopesbelow the price that Of course, such a .scene can belter be imprinters can touch them for, and do it with agined than .described. The saddest thing
sell printed

AND

88-1?

i

A THANKSGIVING PARTY.
Btnks and hia wife consultod
One bright November day,
Planning a splendid dinner
In a pleasant,airy way.
“ We'll have a grand Thanksglvln
Said Hanks, “ and Polly,dear,
Yon get the guests together,
And I’ll provide the cboer.n

Then Banks, with heart o'erilowlng
Said, " Now s the time, my dear,
To ask one's wife'srelations,
So let them all be here.
Yes, ask them all, my darling;
Youi husband's not the man
To atop half-way in making
A pleasant family plan."

r

V

And dreams go by contraries,” he
exclaimed, a light breaking in upon
him. “ I won’t let you go, Belle ;” and
Jack boldly threw an arm about her
“

So Polly asked her people—
And they were not a few—
w I apa. mamma and brothers,
And all her sisters, teo. a
These btottghttheir littlechildren
A laughing, rompinM crowd—
And, in their after-dinnerspeech,
Banks really felt quite “ proud."

waist.

“Oh

about to speak; he
stooped to catch the words. She
She looked as

over heels.

He saw at once the cause of alarm—
a dozen children outside on the balcony and clambering over the railing;
dozen of the small noses
flattenedagainst the glass. Tom was
in a broad grin ; prim Mand looking
shocked, and Flossy in very wide-eyed
wonder. Charlie was turning the catch
of the long window. In an instant the
tribe were inside; in another instant

Sweet Mrs. Banks said, cheerily,
“ My dear, how kind of them
To come to us! Tbongh mother"—
(Banks softly cough .-d Ahem )

the whole house would be informed
that “Cousin Jack was hugging Miss

!

Yes, mother noticed,bless her!—
One slight omission, dear;
She said Thanksgiving dinners
Withoutode ‘thank ’ were queer.
I know you don’t say grace,dear;
But don’t It seem to you
That to give thanks at such a time
la what one ought to do f ”
"

.

He

fell into a reverie:
“You’re right!” he sighed at last;
Thank Heaven, the thing is over;
They're gone, and all is past! "
And so, in simple language,
By that good hnsband Banks
The grand Thanksgiving dinner
Was crowned by hearty thanks.

JACK’S THA5KSG1TIH6 S10RY.

Cousin Jack! Cousin Jack!”

soreamed a whole crowd

of childrenon
Thanksgiving afternoon, chasing Cousin
Jack to the library door, which he impolitely slammed in their faces and
locked inside.
“ Oh, Cousin Jack ! ” yelled Charlie;
into the keyhole, “ you used to play
with us and tell us nice stories, and now
you run away.”
“ Do tell us a story,” said pretty Miss
story,

” echoed

little

Christine and big Tom and lisping
Flossy, the curly-headed blonde; and
«ven baby Tot, who could hardly walk,
and had a limited vocabulary,cooed,
“Tell nth

a’tory.”

-

--

•Run away, you young
.

torments,
roared Jack through

every one of you !”
the door.
“ He’s just horrid,”was the unanimons verdict of the children. “It’s
stupid at grandpapa’s to day, and no
Cousin Jack to play with us,” pouted

Tom.
“

He didn’t notice me one
Maud.

bit at din-

Not for my

“Yeth, give nth the mathacre”

with the frank avowal of an engageMiss ment Talk about your heroes facing
the enemy! Think of Jack with bat-

sake,” answered Belle.
“ 1 love children.”

“Why

tled over the city like a pall
The number lost will finally prove abont
twenty, probably,as the smallest number that
could have been in tbe building is stated at
seventy- one, and there probably were ninety at

not

cicada, is the Latin

S^Sp?”

What

word

“My opinion,” answered Sir
rolling

up

for

is your opinion,
Philip,

his papers, “is that till the

grasshopper is out of your head it wiil
be idle to talk to you of the concerns
of India;” and he walked ont of the
honse.

ALL SORTS.
Twelve THousANDjvolumes were added to the Harvard library last year,
Mrs. Flora E. Price, lately a captive
Ute Indians, with the Meeker
ladies, was bom in Adams county, near
Quincy, 111., and was married when 12
of the

years old.

The buffaloes are reported to have
rangea much further north than usual
this season, and most of the robes purchased will be from British America
this year.

U?? feed

is

bein8

^PPed

to the
that many, inexchange, are be-

Old World from America

cluding an unknown
coming to regard our country os the
fodderland.

• ^iME™(?N ®ENNETT. the story writer
the Philadelphia Saturday Evening

m

rout thirty years ago, has started a
new paper in New York city, called

Emerson Bennett's Weekly.
Daily bulletins of current
with

events,

books pertinentto the subjects, are hung up in the Hartford Public Library. This is done to encourage
the reading of instructive matter.
lists of

The Western Railway Company, of
France, recently exhibited a doubleheaded steel rail which had been in use
eighteen consecutive years, aid over
which 256,000 trains had passed.

Pastor Curtis, of the Presbyterian
church at Orlean, Pa., likes to hunt and
fish. His congregation gave him the
choice between those sports and fys

m

obey?”

echoed Flossy.
An’ he didn’t pull my curlth,” lisped
“What’s a massacre, anyway?” inFlossy.
quired Charlie, honestly.
“No,” said Christine;“ he looked at
“ It’s when some people go and kill
that grown-up young lady, Miss Belle some other people all of a sudden in
Carrington, and just talked and talked the night, and it’s wicked," explained
to her all the whole time.”
Maud to every one’s satisfaction.
“ Sav,” whispered Charlie, "come out
Jack was set mpon by the whole
into the garden, and I bet Veil have crowd. He had drawn their attention
some fun.” So for the garden they all from the situation so awkwardly surscampered. '
prised, and the next thing was to disJack, after locking the door, was tract them thoroughly; then, for fear
not master of the new situation inside, the
~ older ones, after the excitement had
after all. for he looked very confused piassed, should return to the incident,
when a tall young lady standing by the Blelle’s consent most be obtained, so the
mantel raised her eyebrows at him in attack
*
of a dozen cousins could be met

“

,

“I think,” broke in Burke, “that naturalists are now agreed that locusta,

the works.
clerical employment. He chose the gun
Mr. Cories’loss on stock, machinery, and
and rod.
building is some 860,000;Insured for 815,000.
He is half crazy at the thought of the horrible
The trial of a copyright lawsuit in
loss of life that attendedtbe disaster. A numWashington
brings out the fact that
ber of heroic incidents are told of the scenes at
ihe fearful scene, among which may bo noted one printer has, within a year, furthe following:
nished thousands of counterfeits of forWhen the flames were first seen issuing from eign champagne labels to put on Amerithe confused maes of bricks, machinery and can wine.
goods, Andy Scanlon, formerly foreman on No.
2. wm on the opposite side of tbe street, and
Eugenie, before she ever saw Louis
almost in front of tho fallen bnilding. His first
Napoleon, had laid a romantic plan for
thought upon seeing tho spiteful flames was
releasing him from the prison of Ham,
of the rescue of those fa tne banting maes.
He knew that a large number of chilarei). and beoapse her imagination told her she
girls were employed m the establishment, was to be the guardian angel of imperand
the confusionthat would neces- ial -France.
sarily ensue many lives would be needlessly
lost if prompt measures were not taken to asExperimentsrecently made on the
sist them. Accordingly he rushed into tbe Lake Shore railroadprove that petrobuilding and brought forth three persons in
leum can be successfullyused as fuel
rapid suooeedon, and returned for another,
and, graspingthe body of a boy named Andy for locomotives with a great saving of
McConnell, attempted to extricatehim from money, besides doing away with smoke
tbe prostratetimbers that encaged him. His and oinders.
efforts were ana vailing, no one being on hand
Miss Maud Banks, daughter of Gen!
to cut Away the cruel fetters that held tho boy
as in a vise. Scanlon was compelled to forego Banks, has made her debut at Brookhis exertions and leave the boy to his fate.
line, Mass., as an actress in an amateur
suspicions.
“Yes, Cousin Jack.”
It was discoveredalmost immediately after
company. She intends to go on the
the
dreadful
crash
that
a
young
lady
wae
lying
“Then cover np your eyes, every one
“Oh, no! that story is not for chilnear the front of the building, head downward professional stage. The General was
dren,” answered Jack, skillfullywhet- of you ; don’t dare loek out of a corner. and feet exposed. Her piteous oalla for assistonoe an actor.
You, too, Miss Carrington.”
ting the curiosity.
ance and terrible ahrieks of agony brought
Rice-growersalong the banks .of
All the eyes were duly covered, half
There was a storm of demand at once.
the Mississippi often had to put up
It is human as well as child-like to want in genuine fright at the story and the
with small crops for lack of irrigation
twilight and the ghosts, half in play.
exactly what is not fit for us.
rescue the crushed victim. The nre enveloped
“Now say, every one of yon — you the brave men, and, begrimedwith smoke and by tho river. This vear, pomps have
“Give ns the massacre,” shouted Tom.

“

“ I— I locked those urchins out,
'Carrington," he stammered.

—

Carrington in the library.”
“Hello!” exclaimed Tom.
“ What ith yon doin’?” said Flossy.
Jack tumbled his shook of hair with
an action of despair, then met the
emergency like a good fellow and a
clever good fellow as he was.
“I was tolling Miss Carrington a
story,” ke asserted, facing the small in- ing.
quisitors.
“Yes, here,” groaned Jack, “and only
Poor Belle, who could be cruel and yesterday. Innocent creatures struck
vexing to a dozen desperate lovers, was down in the midst of life, mangled and
scarlet and mute before these dreadful cut to pieces. Oh, children !” pointing
youngsters.
with a terrifiedface, “I see their gluets
“Ho! I guess so,” exclaimed Tom, outside the window there. Hush ! are
doubtingly,but the smaller ones were you afraid of ghosts? If you are don’t
arrested by Jack’s impressive face, that look round— don’t look round.”
bore a serious and seemly expression, “I ain’t afraid of ’em,” said Tom,
defying scrutiny.
weakly ; still he didn’t look round. Flos“I was telling Miss Carrington a fine sy shrieked, Maud shut her eyes, and
story, a wonderful story, a story that Tot, who couldn’t understand the story,
scared her so I was obliged to hold her was crying hard in sympathy, while J ack
tight to keep her from screaming.”
stood like a dreadful enchanter in the
The grin faded off Tom’s face, and midst of the trembling gronp.
Belle looked amazed, yet reassured.
“Send the ghosts away, Cousin Jack,”
The childrenhad experience of Jack’s suggested Charlie, very humbly.
stories,and a tragic effect seemed not
“Children,” spoke Jack, in sepulunlikely.
chral tones, “you have been tormenting
“ Yes,” continued Jack, “ there was a me to day, and I have half a mind to
great deal of horror in it; knives and run off and leave you.” Prim Maud
robbers, and dark night, and a mass- clutched at his coat. “But on one conacre,” he went on, in his deepest bass, dition I’ll light the gas and not scare
and rolling his r’s tremendously.
you any more.”
“Tell it to us, won’t yon?” asked
“What is it?”
Tom, fairly thrown ont of certain vague
“Will yon
^

ner,” said dignified

surprise.

band of armed men— cruel men with
BURNED TO DEATH.
wicked clubs and great long knives
and they came to the peaceful homes By the Burnlngo! a Candy Factory at Kan nan
City, Abont Twenty Boye and Girls Ate
where every body was asleep.”
Roasted.
“Wath they buggerlarth?” interruptShortly after 1 o’clock p. m., on tho 7th inst,
ed Flossy.
the
roof and walls of Cories’ cracker and candy
“Not burglers but mur-r-derers,"' answered Jack, his voice growing deep factory, Noe. 5302 to 208 Main street,Kaneaa
and rolling in fhe style of muffled City, fell in with a tremendous crash, and in a
few seconds flames sprung from the mass of
drums or distant thunder.
“Said one to another,*growled Jack, debris. An alarm was at once turned in, enmwith melodramaticbreaks and starts, monlng the Are department to tho eoene. In
“ Shall we take ’em alive or shall we the Building about 80 persone were employed,
mainly young girls and boys. As the news
murder ’em sleeping?”
“ 1 Mur-r-der’em, stab ’em, strangle of the disaster spread great excitement
’em, old and young alike; spare not prevailed. Fathers, mothers, brothers and
one,’ was the answer from a great man sisters of those at work in the factory
brandishing a naked blade. So they rushed ththe eoene of the calamity and soon a
stole along,” he explained,suiting the packed mass of human beings filled the streets
and sidewalksin the vicinity of the factory
action to the word, “stooping,and The city was wild with excitement,and thoucrouching, and whispering, and ex- sands from the adjoining blnffe witched the
changing signs, and then all at once biasing building, from the huge wreck issued
they burst into the houses.” Here the screams,shrieks, and the crash of falling timbers and massee of brisk. The furnaceswere
story-teller grew loud and wild, his in fall blast at the time of the accident, and the
arms flew like wind-sails,his eyes stared building was dry as tinder. A dense black
horribly. “ Oh, but there was a fierce smoke, through which the flames shot up,
struggle! Strong fellows waked from canopiedtho scene. The fire department was
promptly on hand, and, with citizens, worked
sleep and fought desperatelyfor life; like heroes, bnt for a loig time were powerless
but the murderers slashed right and to arrest tbe flames. The fire was finallysubdued, and then followed the search for the
left. They strangledand cut off heads
dead and wounded. The bodies of the followthere were wild cries, and flying forms,
ing were taken bnt, one after another, from the
and confusion,and death, and blood- smolderingruins, all of whom had been either
blood everywhere,” roared Jack, with burned or crushed to death : Aneie Becker,
awful power, till every child trembled, John b’hnttys,Emma Kemper, Mary Goepper,.
Eddio McConnell, Louise HummeiJ, and ton
and Tot began to curl her under lip.
boys, names at present unknown.
didn’t somebody help the
The walls crumbledand the roof fell in bepoor things?” Charlie broke out, indig- cause of the overloadingof the building with
machinery and stock. Tons of machinery
nun tly.
were in the building, which was a very old
“Id have helped ’em,” added Tom, and weak one. The scone at the terriblecataseagerly.
trophe when the news had spread over the
“Why didn’t you do it, then?” said city was heart-rendingIn the extreme. Mothers, fathers, sisters, and brothers were
Jack, with stern displeasure.
there in terrible suspense over the fate of
“Where did it all happen?” said some loved ones. Anxious and tearful inquiries were made (of those who escaped
Tom, stung by the reproof.
from the building, bnt in the excitementof the
“Here — here, in tins very town.”
moment no definiteinformation could be
“Here!” exclaimed the children, learned,and all the poor distractedrelations
shiveringand looking over their shoul- could do was to hope against hope. Tho hews
ders, half scared, for twilight was fall- of tho horrible disaster when fully known set“a

;

at least half a

And when, at last, 'twas over,
And every guest gone home,
The tumbled house quite stillagain,
And resting-timewas come,

us a

if

turned archly aside; bnt, happening to
turn toward the window, shrieked out
a startling “Oh!” and broke away with
a violencethat nearly sent Jack head

He knew the romping children
Had done him damage dire >
(For Banks had dainty furniture
As any could desire);
But still the guests were merry;
The dinner went “ off well,"
In spite of many vexing things
Which one don't care to tell.

Hand.
“Tell

dear,” she complained, “what

I to say? You’re very rade.”
“ Say, ‘ I love you, Jack.’ ”

am

Yet, through it all, a shadow
Into his bosom stole;
Ho knew that bills, were coming in;
They paralyzed his soul I
He knew that Mother Pippling
Was whispering good advice
In Polly’sear, and, somehow,
That wasn't very nice.

M

—and he spoke very gravely— “I know
you for a provoking tiirt; but say you
Jove me, and I’ll believe you and believe in you.”
“Do let me go,” she answered, trying
to look frightened and surprised.
“I’m not detaining you," he blundered
ont in masculine sincerity. She gave
the pitiful glance of a bound captive,
but never moved an inch.
“ You are lovely as a dream,” hemufmnred, watching her changing face.
“ Let me go,” she pleaded again.

talions of raillery and gossip on

all

sides

except one, and on that the fearful un“ The— the fact is, I saw you here, and certainty of a coquettishgirl who has
I thought you’d like— at least I thought not yet said the final “yes ! ”
I’d like a talk all alone. I’m so glad
“Sit down, all of you, and keep very
-Cousin Nell persuaded you to join our still,” said Jack, impressively— “ Miss
family party to-day,” Jack went on, Carrington here by me, because she’s
nervously jerking out his sentences, nervous; Tom on the left— so; and Tot
and then adding, in a tone of deep on the floor at my knee. There. Now,
-significance, “I hope this is not the attention all ! This is the story of the
.last time you are to be one of us.”
'Dreadful Massacre.’
“ Well, probably not,” laughed Belle.
“ It was sunset. A gallant tribe as* I may live, and Nell may invite mo sembled with much state and clatter.
again.”
They spoke together in their own

too, Miss Canington— ‘Jack, I love ashes, they were driven back but

return. Through the doors of

been

to

the
building, amid the burning and broken bearThe children yelled in chorus, but ers, could be seen the daring men tearingoff
Jack only listened for one voice, and the splintered timbersfrom where the poor girl
was Imprisoned. The firemen were too eager,
that not a shrill one.
and, turning the nozzle direct upon the res“Heads down, eyes shut a moment cuers, came near drowning them. Blinded by
more,” he roared. “Don’t look up for the water and nearly stifled by smoke,
your lives.” There was a little delay, these men still struggled on. A shout of
then a match was struck, the gas flashed horror went up from the crowd as the toppling
wall suddenly pitchedforward and appeared to
bright, and the children rubbed their
carry down into the rains the brave men who
eyes and burst out laughing.
were so boldly striving to rescue a fellow-being
“What people were killed, Cousin from a horrible fat* For a moment the heart
Jack?” they clamored. “Tell ns true, of every person was in his mouth, and a deathlike stillness reigned supreme. The wind
won’t you?”
veered a little and carried away the olouds of
“There were no people killed.”
you

!‘

”

“What did you mean, then?”
“The dreadful massacre of — ”
“The Thanksgivingturkeys.”
“But the ghosts?”
ont of the

used when

the water

was

The Russian navy now

consists ei

28

iron-olads, 4 frigates, 11 corvettes, 13
clippers, 21 steamers, 22 gunboats, 111

torpedo boats, 27 schooners, and 117
sailing vessels. This armament is
manned by 3,187 officers and 28,920
men.

Miss Cornelia Green, of Jersey
City, was disappointed in love at 18,
has ever since lived in seclusion,and
died tbe other day aged 75. She had
occupied her brother’s house for twentyfonr years, never going ont of it or showing herself.

hashed, and she was supposed dead. After a
“Once,” says Mrs. Grant, “ the Gendaring and brilliantattempt to loosen her from
eral lost all his moneyin a potato specuthe crushing timbers, which was like facing
hell itself, they were successful, and amid the lation. He paid $750 for 150 bushels
rejoicings of the crowd Nettie Curtis was borne of potatoes, planted them, expecting to

“What?”

“Look

largely

too low for the necessary overflow.

window.”

away

make a large profit,but when they were
represent the horror as
ripe potatoes were too cheap to pay for
stalking across the garden in lonely not se destructive of life as at first reported,
tbe dead nnmberisg six, and the severely the digging.”
state.
wounded seven. The evidence at the Coroner’s
The uncommon charge of attemptThe children screamed with fun. Tom inquestwent to show that the accident was
boasted, “Ho! I knew it was gammon caused by an explosion of Bt*rch-dostin the ing to murder by starvationis made
against a man and woman in San Franall the time,” and Jack was dragged factory.

Three tough old gobblers were

—Later accounts

in triumph to the drawing-roomin the
midst of the laughing gronp.

Bnrke and the Urasshopper.

cisco. They locked the woman’s husband in a strong room, on the pretense
that he was insane, and fed him next to
nothing. Their object was to get his
money and then marry. He was at the
point of death when rescued, but improved with proper nourishment.

The greatest men have been noted
“You look happy, Jack,” remarked
for the breadth of their sympathy.
grandpapa, peering benevolently over
Everything,even the most trivial,
his spectacles.
seemed to interest them. They gave a
“ It makes one happy to tell the dear
broader meaning to the famous line of
children pleasant and useful stories,”
Terence than he did — “I am a man,
“ I don’t mean that.”
tongue pleasantlyand * peacefully. answered Jack, like a hypocrite.
and think nothing alien to me that in“ Oh, then yon don’t want mo to live, There were fathers and mothers and
GEMS OF THOUGHT.
“Such an excellent, simple-minded
terets mem”
or don’t want Nell to ask me again. little ones. They had plenty and to fellow is our Jack,” spoke grandpapa,
While Edmund Bnrke was preparing
A talent without a tact has been
Thank you.”
spare of fine things to eat. They approvingly,to one of the aunts.
for the trial of Wanen Hastings, he said to be like a fiddle without a fiddle“ I don’t mean that, either.”
lodged in excellent,houses ; they brought
“Thay, Couthin Jack,” said Flossy,
“ What a meaningless young man you np their families with care; they harmed in her high-pitched lisp, “wath any- made an appointment with Sir Philip stick.
Francis to read over some important
are!”
The more a man accomplishes the
nobody; they were good and innocent. body kithing anybody when we had
papers relating to the case. Sir Philip more he may. An active tool never
*“ I am a stupid fellow, I suppose.”
oar
eyth
covered
up?”
There was a grand feast that evening;
called, and found Mr. Bnrke in his .gar'“You know best,” assented Belle.
goes rusty. You always find those men
their costumers were rich with the
“Nonsense, child,” answered Jack,
“ No; if I believedyou thought me luster of satin and bright with scarlet alond, and then, in a fierce whisper, den, holding a grasshopper.
the most forward to do good, or to im“What a beautiful insect is this!” prove the times and manners, always
'stupid, or tiresome, or unlovable, I’d color. The young: fluttered about gay- “ Hold your tongue, you monkey !”
give up my life, I’d go off somewhere— ly, and were happy and fond and foolBnt lively Nell had quick eyes, and said Bnrke. “Observe its structure, busy.
its legs, its wings, its eyes.”
anywhere— to China, perhaps.”
ish, and the old looked on with calm began to langh and tease.
Don’t flatter yourself that friendship
“How can yon," answered Sir Philip,
“ You needn’t go,” she said, softly, content. Then all went to their com“ Bless me, Nellie,” said Jack, coolly,
authorizesyon to say disagreeable
“spend your time in admiring a grasslooking down.
fortable homes and to rest.
“you’ye late. We’ve been engaged
things to your intimates. On the conhopper when yon have so many things
“Oh, Beile, dear Belle!” and Jack
The night crept on— dark, dreadful some time, haven’t we, Belle?”
trary, the nearer you come into relation
of moment to attend to?”
-sprung toward her the length of the night; the moon hid behind black
“ Oh, yes, some little time,” she aswith a person, the more necessary do
“Yet Socrates,”observed Bnrke, “if
hearth-rug.
clouds; the owls went hoot-toot,and serted, conseious of literaltruth.
tact and courtesy become.
She stepped back sharply. “You the frogs went kerchuck, and the beasts “Just three minutes,” added Jack, we credit Aristophanes,attended to a
When yon speak evil of another,you
mnoh smaller insect, and actually measneedn’t go- so far, I was about to say. roared in the forest, and ugly bats flew inaudibly.
must
he prepared to have others speak
ured the proportion which its size bore
Do let mo Qnish a sentence.Oo West abont, and the wind whistled in at
Cousin Nell was quiet, not being inevil of yon. There is an old Buddhist
to
the
space
it
passed
over
in
a
skip.
I
—that’s far enough.” *
cracks and over bleak fields. The clined to publish that an engagement
proverb which says, “He who indulges
Jack stared for a long minute at the ghosts and goblins find wicked things standing for “some little time” had es- think the skip of a grasshopper does
in enmity is like one who throws ashes
pretty aggravatinghead held saucily on all came out and walked round and caped her observation; so the matter not exceed its length. Let us see.”
“My
dear
friend,"
replied
the impa- to windward, which come back to the
one side; then he deliberately stepped round, and the whole world seemed came ont graduallyand gracefully,
tient and unsympathizingSir Philip, same place and cover him ail over."
dose up to Miss Belle Carrington and groaning and weeping before the dread- after all.
None of ns wish to change our iden“I am in a great hurry. Let ns go in,
said a little phrase of three words. ful deed.”
tity
for that of another; yet we are
and
you
listen
while
I
read
these
paRobert Burdette is out on the ColThere flew to her cheeks a color which
“What dreadful deed?” asked ChrisJ
never
satisfiedwith ourselves. The unpers
to
yon."
orado frontier,near the Utes, and writes
rivaled and avenged the many crimsons tine, in a whisper.
They
walked into the honse, and Sir known has always a charm, and, unless
back
:
“Have
no
fears
for
me.
I
shall
that her inscrutable ways had brought
“Hdldyour tongue and you’ll see,”
Philip began to read to the listening blinded by miserable vanity, we know
not harm these Indians.”
into poor Jack’s complexion. The tables said Charlie, very much interested.
(apparently) Burke. Suddenly tbe ourselves too well to appreciate our
had turned. He was in earnest, and not
“Then there came stealing across the
A LAWabolishingpistol m&nufaot reader paused to find a misplaced special characteristics at a very high
to bo laughed at or delayed. “ Belie” country,” Jack went on, with intensity, nrers is in great demand.
‘
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Died at the Age of 112.
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Truth And Honor*
Query: What is the beet family medi-

ing here in 1847, two years after her cine in the world to regulate the bowels,
husband’s death. She had ten children pnrify the blood, remove costiveness and
— three boys and seven girls— all of biliousness,aid digeetion and tone up the
whom are still living. Up to the last whole system? Truth and honor comhour of Mrs. Donahue’s life she was in pels us to answer, Hop Bitters.being pure,
full possessionof all her faculties,and perfect and harmless. Ed. — Indeyend't.
had walked around the house on the
Nature’s SI nlce-Way.
day she died. Her daughter-in-law,
If
the
Kidneys (nature’s sluice-way.
Mrs. Jane Donahue, with whom she has
do
not
work
properly, the trouble is felt
lived for the past twenty-two years,
says that the old lady had a notion that everywhere. Then be wise, and as soon
filie was possessed of at least $2,000. as you see signs of disorder take KidFor several months she was accns- ney-Wort faithfully.It will clean the
tomed to look aronnd for the treasure, sluice-way of sand, gravel or slime, and
but never found it. She had thirty- purify the whole system.

Why?

CUMMINGS&

all pain and soreness and
morbid secretions, and restoring tho nttilctedpart to sound
and supple health.
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born in Londonderry, Ireland, in 1767.

She married a young farmer named
Donahue and came to America, arriv-
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Betaine the Mastanp: penetratea thronjrh skin and flesh
to the very bone, driving oat

t

Fteniing.PetafuI.
Suppreesedand Irregular Menstruation,
Ac. An old and
rellai'le
remedy. Send postal card lor a pamphlet,with
treatment,cure* and certifies' os from phvridana
patients, to HOWARTH A BALLARD, UiICA. N.
Sold by all Dregglata-Al U per botti*.
or

to assuage pain, reliof®
and save tho lives of
and beasts than all other

safferinir,
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Womb, IncidentalHemorrhage
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crowded off. Instead of falling to the
Prospectus**for this unlve reallylooked for Book now
ready. Speak qitick and eecure territory.A vord to
bottom and being dashed to pieces, he
H. W. Johns’ Abestos Roof Paint forms the
Vu xl'afNCKLY, Pen*! fit..Chicago,IU.
was safely lodged on a wall-plate.The
most durable and economical protective coat- PETROLEUM
JELLY.
other men on the cage supposed that he
Stiver Medal
Grand Medal
had fallen into the sump, of course. ing in tho world for tin roofs, exposed brick at
at Paris
Phl'adelp'ia
Kx petition.
When they reached the surface they walls, iron work, barns, fences, etc., for which Exposition.
it iB in every respectequal to the beat white
Thia wonderful substance la acknowledged byphra.
got the usual sacks and boxes and started
clans throughout the world to be the beet remedy disback to tbe sump to gather up the frag- lead, while it costs only half as much. It is covered for the cure of Wound*, llurna, Rhcnmn*
Skin DUcHtea, Plica, Catarrh, Cbllments of the body. As they approached made in a variety of beautifulcolors, samples turn,
bluliis, tl'c. In order that everyone may try it, it la
of
which
will
be
sent
free
on
application
to
87
put
up
in 15 and 25 cent bottle#tor houiehold uae.
the place in the shaft where the man
Obtain it fn>m your druggist, and you will dud It superior
was thrown off, they heard a voice below Maiden Lane, N. Y.
to Anythingyou have ever used.
WAR|£|j - BR0,j C0RS£T8
them telling them to go slow. They did
rvclvnl lit.HlfhratMM.l .1 Ik, rerent
Fob
one
cent
purchase
a postal card and send
not know what to make of the strange
PAKIM EXPOSITIONyour address to Dr. tiauford. 162 Broadway,
OTPf nil Aturrlraii
a mi pel tors. Tbflr
discovery, never supposiog it possible
New York, and receive pamphlets by return
FLEXIBLE IIIPCOBHET
(irulMiur, Is WABBssreDnot lobrtU
for Holland to be anywhere else than at mail, from which yon can learn whether your
dnwn dv.r
hip*. Pr1r.|l.lV Their
the bottom. When they saw him safe liver is out of order, and, if out of order or in
on his narrow perch they could scarcely any way diseased, what is the best thing in the
|ls *«rt .nit flfXlU. .nil conulu*no
world to take for it.
bone*.Prlre bymill, It.M.
believe their eyes. Any one who has
PiTMlc l.y .11 Dsillng merchant*.
The genuine AsbestosSteam Pipe and Boiler
ascended a shaft knows how rapidly the
WARMER nnos.. 151 Inwdwij, K. I.
wall-plates flit by when the lantern is Coveringsare the most durable,effective,and
held so as to bring them to view. The economical in use. H. W. Johns Manufacturcage from which Holland was thrown ing Company, 87 Maiden Lane, New York, are
was Coming up at the usual rate of speed. the solo manufacturer!.
How the man could possibly have been
It is demonstrated that America makes
lodged on one of these pieces of timber the best Cabinet or Parlor Organs in tbe world.
without being jammed by the cage or At all world’s exhibitions in recent years Mason
knocked off as it went past him is a A Hamlin have obtained highest honors, having
wonder. The wall-plateis a square received the gold medal at tho Paris Exposition
of 1878.
timber, fourteen by sixteen inches, so
A neglected cough, cold, or sore throat
that t]i|re was very little standing-room
for H®and while he was waiting for the which might bo checked by a simple remedy,
cage to come down and rescue him. If like “ Browi'i Bronchial Troches, }} if allowed
the shaft had been so light that he could to progress may terminate seriously.25 cents.
look down any reasonable distance of
Pbeyent crooked boots and blistered heels
the 600 feet between him and the bot- by wearing Lyon's Heel Stiffeners.Can be
tom he would scarcely have had the applied at any time.
nerve to cling to his narrow footing.
Young men go west Learn telegraphy. AdThe darkness of all mining-slmftsis a dress B. Valentine, Manager, Janesville, Wis.
point in favor of the miners preserving
The Ladies are all buying Madam larsiue’s
their coolness when placed in ticklish
Bosom Shapes. See •ad." in another column.
positions., A oonple of pump-men will
throw a foot-wideplank across a shaft
Chew Jackson’sBest Sweet Navy Tobacco.
200 feet from the bottom and work upon
Don’t be without a Gilbert’s Btsrches.
it as though they were not five feet from
the bottom. The darkness of the shaft
prevents the thought of the awful abyss
Daughters, Wive* and Mather*.
DR. MARCHISPS UTERINE OATHOLIOON wffl
below from being constantly present—
positively cure Female Weak new, auch a* Falling of h«
Virginia (Kev.) Chronicle,
Womb, Whites,Chronic Inflammationor Uloer tlon of
_____

_
Aien

port** at Half tb*
to Club AgenU and

•1 and 8S Yeecy Street,New Yerk.
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coat Beet plan ever offered
Urge buyers. ALL KXPRKSS
New term* FREE.
usual

---

on the San, FranciscoStock Boaad today. The Board of Director*of the Atiaa Oonapany
passed a resolutionlast Decemberthat there would be
no aaseaamentuntil after Jen nary, 1800. Utah nine* on
thta market have been dlridend-paylns.The great
Ontario and Deed* hire been bonanraa.-A.> Moth

a.

MoKINLAY. Land Com’r,

Flag*

all Disease* of the Kidney*. Bladder and Urinary

Amvmmwy-m --

THE NORTH.

OF

On long time, low price* and easy paymen

tffoW^S'EDT
saved from
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(

RED RIVER VALLEY

baa been before tbe pabllt
thirty yeen, end ond b» ell
olaasee,with and withouttbe
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HUNT'S

bert

Pamphlet with full Informationmailed free. Apply to

^

Initrumeati.Muilc.BulUi
Cap*, Belts.Pouehes,
Pompons,Drum Msjor*'8t*tf«
and Hats, Epaulets, CapLamp*, Btand*. and Outflt* contain* 85 page* of
fn/brmo/ic*for Miuiriaa*.
Mailed free. Addrre*

the
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3,000,000
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Chicago ledger.

will not only achieve the desired object,
relaxation of tho bowels,without causingpain
or weakening them, but promote digestion and
assimilation and depurate the blood. The pills
are sold by all druggists.

St, It. Y.

Mainly In th* Famous

Ohio. Sena for Frit* lAxto.
MilitaryenA Firemen1* Goode, Bannere

Dr. Barker, ot tiie Brighton Hospitaltor CniiJran
(Eng.), says it reaemhle* mother1*milk ao closely that
Infanta are reared and uell reared excluilvely upon lt._

Elgin Watch, send for a specimen copy of The

which

Banktre, M »re»4

To the beet land*,in the beet cUmnte, with

AMPL1X

L0.GT.

i

Co.,

EXODUS

Addreas.If you pleeae, Madam Adelina Patti, at the
theater. By order of Madam Patti. G. FRANOBI.
CHAMPLIN’8 LIQUID PKAltL is epld by .11 druggists at only M cenU s bottle.Baware of tmbsti-.ns.
*CI1
At VO., Prop*., MutTulo, k. Y.

FOH

must consult the gentlest manner
and softest reason of address in oiir admonishment; our advice must not fall
like a violent storm, bearing down and
making those to droop whom it is
meant to cherish and refresh. It must
descend as the dew upon tho tender
herb, or like melting flakes of snow—
% Extraordinary Adventure.
A most remarkable accids^t happened tho softer it falls the longer it dwells
upon, and the deeper it sinks into the
at the Hale & Norcross mine last night
4.cage with six men was coming up the mind.
shut
___
ft at 11 o’clock—
* * •
tho hour for changCat.rfully avoid tho uee of rasping catharing the shifts. When about 600 feet tics. They weaken the bowels and leave them
worse off than before. Use, instead, that salufrom the bottom, at a point where there
tary, non-irritating aperient and anti-bilious
is an irregular place in the guides, the medicine. Dr. Mott’s Vegetable Lived Pills,

cage suddenly lurched to one side,
throwing the men to the other. Patrick
Holland, who was on the outside, was

asks you to send her Immenext steamer,five doien of your

diately,by the

agent in thia county at once, at a salary of $100
per mouth and exoenses paid. For full particulars addressas above.

.

.

Co • Madam Adelina Patti

LIQUID PEARL.
via.: At Paris. 1867; Vuehn*,1073: BaKTUOO, 1876;
Philadelphia. M?«; Paris, 1876; and Orakd Swedub
Gold Medal, 1878. Only American Organa ever awarded hlgheathonor*at any anbh. Sold for cash or Inriallmenta. IllustratedCatalogue Md Clreulmv with

An Elegant Watch.
yon wan*, to get an elegant stem-winding

ll**w)iS

Liquid Paints, Roofing, Boiler Coverlnae,

ADKLINA PATTI. “

:

If

and terma. Forshee A McMaeIK, Cincinnati, O.

to

ROYAL ITALIAN OPERA, Covert Garden.
London, Kno., Jon# 18, ISTV-MEasiu. Champun A

Life, that its assets are as solid as granite.—

sued by the War Department, gives the Hartford Post, Oct. 23, 1879.
number of men supplied the Federal
“TJiere is n Tide in the Aflhlrs"
army by each State and Territory and
the District of Columbia from April 15, of wise, well-informedmen which takes them,
1861, to the close of the war of the Rebellion. It shows that the total num- one c&u wish In the way of hotel attenuon,ano
ber of volunteerswas 2,678,967, divided they go away to apeak a good word for thia excellent honee wheneveropportunityoffers.
as follows
Maine ............ 72,114Hannas ............ *U51
Wanted.
New Hampshire.. »>.«2«, I'enneasee ......... 31, 0W
Venuont .......... 86, 2fi2 Arkansas .......... 8.S29
Bhorman & Co., Marshall,Mich., want an
Massachusetts.... 152, 048 North Carolina.... 3.158
Rhode Island ..... 28,«0«liCaliforuia .........15.725
Connecticut ...... 57,3701 Nevada ........... 1,080
New York ......... 41)7,047jOrefon ........... 1,810
New Jersey ....... 81, OlO.WaahlURton TerriPennsylvania ..... 306,1071 tory ............ 964
Delaware.'........ 18,670 Nebraska Terri
Maryland ......... 50 3161 tory ............ 3,157
West Virginia .... 82.WW, Colorado TemDist. ol Columbia. 16 472; tory ............ 4,903
Ohio .............. 819,669Dakota Territory.
206
Indiana ........... 107,147New Mexico Terri
6.566
Illinois ........... 259.147 tory
2,570
Michigan ......... 811,372 Alabama.
Wisconsin ........ 98,424 Florida ........... 1-294
Minnesota ........ 25,068|Louisiana......... 8.225
Iowa ..............75,399 Vflsalsalppi ....... W0
Miaaouri .......... 109,111Texas ............. 1.966
Kentucky .........79,025 The Indian Nation. 85.031
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AROUND THE WORLD.

If,
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^ wark, ami P**s ImmtuM I'rorit*h. Hit Nsw CsptlsU/illoa
Rexttm of eptratlegIn Mark*. rulD*rT*»*tl«ti•e*rri»«*-

The only low-priced authentic editioncontaininga
complete record of the travel* of General U. 8. Grant.
AgenU are cautioned against apurlou* book* issued
by unscrupulous publianeie, Klegantly illustrated.

fitAdman,

unfnown withers.Our

by

EMERSON'S VOCAL

Direction* accompenrtn* each can for making Hard.
Soft and Toilet Xo*p Q UIC

pupils or classes.

MXY.

1 im

ORGIN CO.

Pint EgUbllahed ! Most SaccMgfolI

THEIR INSTRUMENTS have

LEADING MARKETS
OP THE WORLD!
Everywhere recognized

u

the

FINEST

IN TONS.

OVER
Made and
Beet work

In

and

IT IS FULL WElQlIt AND BTRENGTE.
The market U floodedwith (Kvealled)Concentrated
Lye. winch ta adulterated
with salt and rosin,oeJ wwo*

SAVE MOSEf, AND B^F 'EM

loweet price*.

49» Send for a Catalogue.

cent* per copy.

*

OLIVER DIT80N ft CO., Boston.
C.H.DiteoM&Co.. J. E. DItson&Cre.
$43 Broedway.N.T. 9W Oheetinit
FMBfc

SaponifieR
aN.U.
THE _THEN
WRfTINU
ADYKHTIHERJC
fit,

MADE BY
PennsylYania Salt

No.

Manufg Co, \Yr

»-*»tr.a?*wf,v»n*A.

80,000

uae. NewDeeigna conaUnily.

A new Anthem Book te nearly ready.
The Mmlcal llotvrd ta always new. $34)0 per year,

MUlAd toop,

a standard

value in all lb*

METHOD. $U0.
Compact,complete end useful either for private

FOR FAMILY S0AP-MAXIN6.

'perfected'

tmper.
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BEST IS CHEAPEST THOUGH

to

that there is a feature in this matter of sons

“The callingof the father may rise to a

when the sons adopt

the

*
•
Mg

and zealous-

it,

Recommended by

Then the accumulated reputation, capital, and business of the parent can be inherited and
ly and proudly pursue it.

We

animal kingdom, that

may

to insure an aptness to

trotters is

And

this

and

we do not expect

the sire trots

TRADE MARX.

The great Eng-TRADE MARK.
Ilsh remedy, an

trots

of olden

The law of heredity is so broad and so
influence that it extends

its

but

form of our

race,

extends to the temperament andeven

it
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\

u„i;After Taklllg,

No.

10

Then

if

we are

velopment as

to

Mechanics’ Block, Detroit,Mich.

NEW

farmers, we must

expect it through the line of descent.
The son must inherit the

him, and so

on. When

and his son after
this shall become

the custom in our farming families, then

has

the

parent

chief power to bring this work

about. The very independence of the
farmer’s life is to be the germ which develops a race that can not be other than
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A FULL LIXE OF

achieve

its

greatnessin the development

home and

Teas, Coffees,- sugars, Spices,

Laundry and
Soaps,

not be

is

Holland, Mich., June

But now
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that Paris green is gen-
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HOLLOWAY’S PILLS.

erally used, the top should be gathered in.

-

*»'

Prof Hurts, after man, y.»r*©f uuily aMrU by clurotogrther with exj*n,nc«
gainwl in the treatment ofa largt number of caici under
hn rare, nai allaitinccrrdfd In compounding an INFALLX£LX HAMAD Y lor the Mourge to common among

AND

CHICAGO,

MAIDENS
OALI.XD

LEUCORRHEA,
Fluor Albus
u:itlrrjtooclbynl»v,lcl»n».Iu drum upon the eritrniii
io rxcMivc and debUiUting,
that our American women
are rap dly becoming a “rnce of inralidi.- Incapable ot
producinghealthy off.p^ng.orenjoying life’* pica ure*.
Prof Harrli V agmal Pa»til!e,anew departure In medicine.
A thoroughly common aente treatment.Applieddirect!,
to the feat of the dueaie. and lUapeciflc lutlurncfexerted
•t once, producing an immediateaoothlngand restorative
enect. The application of the remedy i« attended with no
pain orunpleaiantneii, and dnea not interferewith the or
dinary punulUandp ea>tir*#onife. t ircnlar*ate rent In
perfectlyplain envelope, aecurrly aealed from obiervation,
and remedy put up in neat plain boxe, three lire,, with
full direction, Intide.No. 1, (enoughto laat a month,)
•3; No. 2, (enoughtoiuttwo month,). |8t No. 8, lading
three month,, and ample for cure, exceptingin chronic
ca«»») gio. With each box we »end a Female Syringe

BOOKS “.'MILLION

Fink

at

lot of

Pictures,

A

Embossed Scrapbooks,and
L. T.

KaNTERS.

New York.

lourtthip.Impedimenta to Marriage io malt and (rc.aie.ScItoee
of Reproduction, Single Life coeiidered, Law of Maniigt,
Law of Divorce,Local righti of married women,etc., including Diaeoee* peculiarto
their cautea a^d treatmeet. A book for pritata and conaideratartadiog.olSSOpagea,
with full 1 lata Eogratioga,by mail,ataltd, for CO emu.

CURE FOR ALL!

Women,

I wrsn to call the attention of the public at large, and my palients in particular,
to the (act that I have removed my office
from the drug store of Dr. R. A. Schouten
Possessed of this REMEDY, every man may he
to the rooms formerlyoccupied by Dr. his own doctor. It may be nibbed in»o the system
so
as io reach any Internal complaint:hv these
Gee, iu Venuema’s building, on Eighth
means it cures Sores or Ulcers in the THROAT
street. A slate hangs on the door, upon STOMACH. LIVER, SPINE, or other parts. It
which orders can he written during my is an It fallibleRemedy for BAD LEGS. BAD
absence from the olflee. Orders can also BREASTS, Contracted or Stiff Joints, GOUT
RHEUMATISM, and all Skin Diseases.
he left at my residence, or at the late resImportant Caution.— None arc gcnu’ne unless
idence of my father. All orders will be
the signature of J. Hatdock,as agent for the
promptly attendedto
United State , surrounds each box of Pills and
F. S. LEDEBOER, M. D.
Ointment. Boxe* at 25 cents,6? cents and $1 e»ch.
fcjTThere 1* considerable saving by taking the
Holland, Nov, 11, 1876,

HOLLOWAY’S OINTMENT

Libuaiiy.—The Northwestern Library Association have established a library in this city at the book-storeof L. T.
Ranters, which contains a fine selection
of choice reading, by the most popular
authors, carefully selected from Lakeside,
Seaside, Franklin Square, and Home
Libraries,etc. An entire change of books
will take place every two months. Subscription only 50 cents a year. For fur-

Since
want to

•

L. T,

HOLLOWAY 4

6.

3*-hn
MEAT MARKET
1

1ST

—

THE

FIRST WARD.

„

The stand is one door west of G.
Son’s Hardware Store.

J

.

have noticed that some farmers
it a practice to come into
the city and sell beef at reduced rates,
during the cold weather, I want to notify
my customers that I sell meat just as
cheap, and better beef, at wholesale, even

CO.,

New York.

THE CURTIS TURBINE

I

At A recent <e*i g-nve
8S» 42-i OO |»er ceau

A

Holland, July

14,

VANZOEREN.

1878.

down
pound.
_

to three or four cents per

__

«

_

School Books.— We

J.

KUITE.

—

Womanhood,10

COTTONS
All kinds of Underwear,

Horse Blankets, all kinds,
Flannels of

we Mud all threeof the
a>K)ve drtcribedbooki,
bound
In on* volume,
______
boumntujn^oluine^oiil
uine.contninirg
cuntainixg *00
000 page* and
over
UlO illuitrationi, and embracingeverTthing
on the genera*
rthlng onlhe
genernDve
necombinrdvolumeII
u
tive *y*tem that i*
is worth ktniwing.
knowing. Thee
Tnecombincd
jvnitirely
poiitivcly
_____
the _____
mort popular Medical Book publiahed.
pul
The Author ii
____ of
..
i« nn exjwrlcnced
experiencedpity*
phyilcian
yeanpraettee,
,...* practiee,
(u I* well known*, nd
(ul*
ana the advice given,
end rule* for treatnient
and
treatment laid down, will be found ot greet
grrat
value to tho*e tufferutgfront impuritie* of llte (yiteni, early
error*. cut rigor, or any of the nuiucrou* trouble*coming
under the head of “Private" or “Chronlo-*dlieate*.—
Portage (tamp*taken in payment forauyofthe*e books.

•cquired a national repuutlonfor iktil in the treatment of
chronic dlseaeee and complicated
caeee. SypkllU, tioaerrkwa, tilrei.Htritterv,Ore kill*, all Urinary Tnmble., SyphL
lllic or eveurtalaffection*of the throat, ekin or bouoe.
treated VUh
without u*ing Mercury,
by mail and expre**,

---

iSirtBB

all Colors,

from

AND A BEBUTIFUL VARIETY OF

Winter Dress
-

GARPBITEi SAWS

New
O. Van Pntten

Come and

,

have hundreds of iMMi
tbuy would t.ot

f 'v*i

ri«*in-ini?
tot k.

L.u

Goods.

see our

Etc.

Goods.
to

Sons.

LECTURE

TO "YOUNG

ft i

vir MacLin.)who say

-

GROCERIES,
CROCKERY,

A
jOt (Mf M

:o:

FRESH SUPPLY OF

3VTEIT

Just Published.In a Sealed Enrtlojx,price 6 cents.

36-tf.

A Lecture on the Nature. Treatment and
Radical euro at Seminal WeakncHS, or Spt-rmntorrhcpn, Induced by Sell Abuse. Involuntary Emt*|.
l",r® blood, Lo#« nr Enercv,Parsions, Impatency.’NervonaDebility,and Impediti*! Impotence,Dirt reMinu Night
ments to Marriagegenerally;Consumption, EpiEmiMtone, ami many vital evil*
..
___ I resultingfrom Earlv Error and lepsy, and Fits s Mental and PhysicalIncapacity,
etc.^-By ROBERT J. CULVfiRWELL,M.D.,
excesses,which. if neglected,end In premature dec. me, treated with unparalleled success on entirely new
author of the *• Green Book," etc.
principles, effecting cures in <u mnny davi ns required
The world-renownedauthor, in this admirable
weeks under old nnnseatingand dangerous remedies.
lecture, clearly proves from bit* own experience
"Trent i*a on Debility " nu<l li-t of questionssent in
that the awful conaequenccaof Sell-Al.ut*c may be
plain sealed envelopeon receipt of two no.Mamt*.Ko
e ffectually removed without medicate, and without
ter r.rwrof uni, I aall.f-ictnrv
reaults are obtained. A*tdnes DIL CLEGG, let Lamed Street Ee.t,Detroit,Nleb.
dangerous surgical . operations,bougies,instruments, rings, or cordials; pointing out a mode of
86-tf.
cure at once certain and effectual,by which every
sufferer, no matter what his condition may he, may

Y

Vigor

MPiSa*

MMHM

1

valuable moDey-nukingSecret*; 10 H*ch Pic.
M«*c FounUm Pen; 2 Steel Pen.; I Stlver^dalrd
I Rubber-tip P.ne.l; 12 fine P.nvel.
fiB* I’*P*r;I ItJO Book) that funor
r Poem,
10

ISVJviTE

money ^nin* te.
-r* taken. Addre**,

K tO, Bordeatowe, Sew Jeney.

cure himself cheaply, privatelyand radically.

XFtTThi* Lecture will prove a boon to thousands
and thousands.
Sent, under teal, in a plain envelope, to uk address, on receipt of six cents, or two pSagc
stamps.
Address the
19-lv

Publishers,

86-tf.

TSE

CSimWELL HEMAL

CO.,

41 Abs $t., ReiYork; Post OfficeBox. 1686.

e.

cur. I-Um. Addrew with rttmp, Dr.

J,

N. T.bl.r,SL Lout.,Mo.

36-tf.

A MONTH!

$350

75

h**t

ple fro*.

A0ZHT3 WAKTZDI

In th*World| * (amAd.jj|yBRONSON, Citroit, Mich

HellingArticle*

86-tf.

young man

1879.

FALL AND

A MONTH guaranteed. $12 a day at
home made by the Industrious.Capital
intlimnot rcqnlred; we will start you. Men,
It1 w " ” women, hoys and girls make money faster
at work for ns than at anything else. The work is
light and pleasant,and such as anyone can go right
at. Those who are wise who see this notice will
send ns their addresses at once and see for them
selves. Costly ontflt and terms free. Now is the
time. Those already at work are laying up large
sums of money. Address TRUE 4 CO., Agnsta,

Maine.

HMy

WINTER. 1879.

RUP-v

M**0riir,

GATES

CtJBTIS,

Ogdaitargh N.7.

BANKING.

JACOB ?*!

Pimj

FOR SALE.
/'vNE-ACRE LOT, on Land

BANKER,
HOLLAND, - - MCIHIGAN. office,

*

Farming Lands for

have just received

9-ly

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,

Btreet, IVontlnti

west, between 11th and 12th Btreets,with
honse, main part 16x24 feet, 14 feet high, and a
kitchenof 18x16. Mr. C. D. Strung occnpleB the
premise# at present, where those wishing to purchase may apply for inspection.
ectlon. Those premlsei
premises
will be sold
-------cheap;
,, ----small payment down, the balbal
ance on time. And will be found on the map as
the south H of the west K of lot 6 in bloct A.
Apply to L. L. STRONG, Fillmore, Mich., or at
this
J8-8 mo.

Sale.

Does a general Banking, Exchange, and Colleca large assortmentof School Books for all tion business. Collections made on dll points in
the schools in this city and vicinity.Large the United States and So rope, Particular atten- 120 acres In Olivo. Best land in the town.
tion paid to the collectionsof Banks and Bankers. 40 acres In Olive. Very good land and well
lot of School Slates.
Remittances made on the dav of payment. All situated.
L. T. KANTERS.
business intrusted to ac shall’have prompt atten80 acres near Ventura PustofflceIn Holland.
tion. Interest-allowed on time deposits, subject
Gp.n. Grant’s Todr Around the to check at Bight. Foreign exchange bought and
40 acres on Grand Haven road in Hollandtown,
World, and other miscellaneousBooks sold. Tickets to and from all point* In Europe ship, a large part cleared. First rate finit laud.
sold at my office.
H. D. POST,
L. T. KANTERS.
JACOB VAN PUTTEN.
Asa,°
Holland, Mich.

_
at..

Bleached and unbleached

Or any other kind, you enn fit" Mew»-w»7/* lth onr
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«rer. Th» teeth will all retnnin i fciual mxh and
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>wer. price, etc., i«
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Hosiery, Notions, Calicoes

‘ "
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‘Bed
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VAN PUTTEN

Woolen Yarns,

Journal. Superior advantages given.

KANTERS.

I

-

—

•

80-1.v.

ther information call at

38-2w

_

'THE PRIVATE MEDICAL ADVISER"
on Syphilla,Gonorrhoea, Gleet, Stricture, Vnrioocole,
— -- Ae., al.o on SpcrnatorrhcDa,
"• — w . rhcoa,!Sexual
—
Debility,
— --^ , and
t m
I
--potency,
--- t, from Stlf-abuae
Seir-abuatand Excttaea,
Exetaaet,canting
eauaJug Seminal
Samioal
Eimaaioni, N'rrvootooM,
Vervoutneaa, Averaloa
Arenloe to "
Society,
'
Confuiioo
"
of
Idea*,IhtiiraiDecay, Dimoeaei of SigL^
—
__ ___
Sight,...
DtUetito
Memory,
L«u of Seiual Power, etc.,making marriage improper or
or.bappy,
gif iug treatment,and a great many taluablertetipta
for ili cut. ot all prit ale diaeawt ; 234 pagea,o tar CO plaiee,
~

Has just arrived at

shingle mills, stave mills,furniture factories,
tanneries,waggon factories,etc , and for such persons extraordinary Inducements will be offered.
Call or write me as above.
C. W. McLEAN.

I

largersizes.

New

Womanhood,Self etioa orWi/o,Eti<IracM
of Virginity,Temperaaenta,
compatible
|ae4 lacempatible, SUrility In VVomen,
eanae and treatment, Adticeto Bridfe
Adtice to Hoibandt, Adtice to
Witta, froitltotlon, Ita caneea, Celibacy and Matrimony compared, Contegal dutita.Conception, Cooboement,Lota and
*

•

CO.,

WINTER STOCK

and Ginghams,

8U.

HOLLOWAY 4

&

mills,

the Public iha
they have finished their new Meat-Market. and are
now ready to supply their customerswith all kinds
of Meats amt Sausages. By promptness and fair
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactionte
all those who wish to favor them with part oftheit
trade.

REMEDY

IMitiottal gfoal

Etc,

DRY GOODS

ILL.

•

by taking thn

Mm,

The undersignedannounces to

‘

{S^There is considerable saving

CO.,

or ALL KINDS OF

~

Women

Long acquaintancewith this deadly poi- Never dcnpalr-fiomethlm:that never falle—
son should not lead to carelessnesswith it. Fever and Ante— To the nick it la of little conneNeither is it safe to throw the tops into the qneoce how they are cared, whether from a rational
view of the disease or by the rales defined for the
and •omeTonkPil!«,a,aiixiIi*ric,totlie
renndy.
yards where the pigs are kept
y -'enditamn for a pamphlet siting fttll deirriptlnn V
gal dance of the profession,eo long an the cure in
M
of Remedy, and llludrated by p;atefallowing Iti n
— rtain and expedition*.To a nufrerlng man the
application. Thla pamphletafone i, worth a himManure applied broadcast to meadows -..leetlon on the relative merit* of qninine or calo- \ dredtimeaita coat to any lady in delicate health,§
mel i* uninteresting. The faculty may wrangle and
” being a thoroughlypracticaltreatiaeon this duet ae "
early in autumn or later, if it has not been dl*cu*g their varion* theories,but Dr. Holm way's Prof, narrla* Vaginal Partllleacan be obtained only from
treatment dispels doubt ere the disciplesof E*ondone sooner, Increases the luxuriance ot lapius have finished the flrst statje. Holloway’s HARRIS
CO.MF'G. CHEMISTS.
81. LOUIS. MO.
growth before winter and gives the grass Pills are the only remedies which effect a speedy Uirlut ind eth
and radicalcure withoutdanger of a relapse. •
an early and luxuriant start in spring.
Important Caut!on.— None are gennlne nnles*
Manure which was too coarse or fibrous the signatureof J. Hatdock. as agent for the
A large, sew and compute Gold* to
early in the season, has rotted enough, if United States, surroundseach box of Pills and
I W*dlock, eonuininf , with many othtn,
Ointment.Boxes at Sfi cents,61 cents and $1 each.
piled in heaps; to spread well.
I the following cbapUrai A competent
larger sizes.

Ooiii, Oeviiig

Office:

• 121 SEARBOF.tr STREET,

-

1879.

21,

usual to let the pigs glean the pota-

to fields.

NORTH CAROLINA

Western

.sts.ucE-iraBaEkwinE

KRAMER

BOOT &

mark these facts
It

40 ttnf

to Show

In gatheringlate potatoes all that are

MEYER &
DEALERS IN

FALL

lino and fresh supply of CHOW-CHOW,
PICKLES— the choicest brands.

0ur40 cent Tea Is called A No. 1 for the price bv
expert judges. Fine Candies, Tobaccosand
Cigars, Toys, Notions, Flower Pols, Hanging

No

this seoson it will

full

fflti

ALL CHEAP FO® CASH.

night. At

A

etc., etc.

—

H.
Fmitim.

THE

Toilet,

Appetite.

ef

S.

Wc respectfullyinvite the Attention of our citialways on hand at the lowest prices.
zens to the stock of goods which we have opened
Come and see our selections of Dutch Woolen
one door east of E. Van der Veen's hardware store,
Yarns, Table Oil-Clolhs,and Ginghamsand Caliand the prices for which we offor them.
coes iu endless variety.
P. 4 A. STEKETEE.

1

safely before

ssLwmsk SOLD BY

Lou

cents.

FANCY BASK El

ftmolt Com/H,
Dssprpsia-.

nWC)

BOOTS AND SHOES.
RUBBER GOODS,
SLIPPERS, ETC

Our

abroad is to be established and held through Baskets in great variety.
the arts of husbandry, practiced by a skill—
o —
ful and virtuous race of farmers. All then
that can be done by the state or family to
ennoble sod to dignify the- calling, and to
Give ns a trial and you will be pleasedwith
entail its blessingsand influencefrom
goods and Prices.
father to son, will add to the stability and
grandeur of the nation.”—
Ameritrouble
Goods.
can.

dug should be put away

i

/

RIVER STREET. HOLLAND MICH.

Boot & Kramer.

au independentpeople. Our nation is to

of agriculture.Its power at

Asthma,

o-saa
l)r\ \

Large sample package sent free on receipt of 1ft
cents, to pay postage and mailing. Agents wanted.
Address J, j>. Mountain, ugdensburg,N. Y.

Women,

All Kinds of Underwear for Men,

cures.
\ fJrn’ousneis!
COSlutn'U,

Co ns umt.

tySALT

shall we see greater stabilityin societyand
a higher type of civilization.Every

28-1 v.

and Winter Shawls

CORSET for 25

er, and take up the calling and business where he left off,

stable In connection

Summer Retreat. Good Fishing, etc.
Good Accommodations, charges moderate.

A large variety of HOOPSKfRTS. and a Splendid

New Stock! New Store!

fitness of the fath-

a livery

Propr’.

BOARD BY THE DAY OR WEEK.

and Children.

ft-ly

reach Uie highest de-

a race of

Fall

Sold in Holland and elsewhere by all whole
sale and retail druggists.

to generation.

Hotel has

MORAN,

Delightful

CO.,

and aptness for any calling may be increas-

ed from generation

C. L.

with it.

Pain In the Back. Dimness of Vision.Premature
Also, A FULL LINE OF SHIRTS.
Old A^e, and many other diseases that lead to In
sanity or Consumption, and a PrematureGrate.
A. Splendid Assortment of Dress-Goods
W^Full particularsIn onr pamphlet, which we
lor Full and Winter.
desire to send free by mall to every one. pITThe
Specific Medicineis sold by all druggists at $1 per
A
large assortmentof Woolen Blankets, Horse
package, or six packagesfor §5, or wall be sent free
Blankets.Gloves.Hosiery, and cords of
by mall on receipt of the money by addressing,
Bleachedand UnbleachedCottons.

THE GRAY MEDICINE

the taste for

Still

87-8mo.

Consists of a completeassortmentof

Loss W

’T^ Abuse; as

faculties, may be im-

proved by education.

Chicagoand West Michigan railroad— the nearest

& A. Steketee

F.

'

AND

Seminal Weakness, Spermatorrhea, Impotency,
and all dlaeoHes
that follow, an a
sequence of Self-

_

to the tastes. The taste, though like the

muscle and reasoning

use.

The arrivalof the Fall and Winter Stock of
Goods at

unrailiDgcure for
the off-

same principle.

not only to color and

Dr other
Powder.

HTThe

times developed a race of warriors on the

powerful in

ALUM

READ! READ! READ!

Gray’s Specific Medicine.

given calling

The Germans

in the children.

RAPIDS.

This Restaurant Is known as the finest In the
State, is brand new, and fitted up after the most
Improved methods of ratering to the public.
EWHegU Hr Meals, 25 cents.
F.. D. BILLINGS, Pnorntnroa.
All kinds of Game and Fish, in season. Shell
Oysters and Claras,
The finest Dining Parlors In the city, for public
Since there is no stage line nr boat line that
1
gives us a connectionwith the city of Holland, we or private
call the attention of the public to the only reliable
route to and from Saugatuck, via: The beautiful
CHOICE LIQUORS
CIO A RS.
little steamer Twilight makes two trips Der day
Call and see for yourself.
from Saugaihck to Bichmond,connecting with the

trot.

The old Spartans understood this law of
for a

GRAND

railroad station.

spring to be a running horse.

developingan aptness

POST,

St.

The Saugatuck House,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

habitually been used for the draught or

dam

flrst

CEO. T. LEWIS & .MENZIES CO.

comes not from stock that has

chase or race course. If the

J. C.

No. 35 Ionia

how

Agent for Ottawa County, Mich

of Tartar.

MANUFACTUREDDY THE

we say of stock. The

be bred, as

For Information in regard to these lands; and
to reach them call on or address

ifc

MORAN’S,

2,000,000.(100 acres of land for sale by the Atchl
Topeka and Santa Fe Railroadlocated In
Southern Kansas,—the garden of the continent.

FLAVORING EXTRACTS!
MADE. %

great desideratumin developing a race of

LJ
/V J\f
w wsm***

THE STATE.

IN

son.

TUB BEST AND STRONGEST

apt-

ness for any business may be inherited, or
*:

^X

i

KANSAS.

the Brooklyn (N. Y.) Board of Health, and by the
chemista In the United States.

pay $1000.00 for any

LEWIS'

Again, 4 is a law of nature that holds
in all the

will

Grape Cream

adulteration found in this

preserved by the sons.

good

from

mEST

THE

Jju Jjj
prices

POWDER
EW

following the calling of their fathers that
is not sufflcieritlyregarded.

business, thoroughlylearn

Stationery.

I am on hand this fall with all kinds of School
Books, Paper, Stationer)-, etc., at the lowest
of the market

BAKING

the

farm, the CincinnatiCommericM observes

higher dignity

Books and

I

H. D. POST.

In nn extended armament as to the desirability of farmer’s sons sticking

COST A UTTLE MORE

CONDENSED

LEWIS’

Koeping the Boys on the Farm.

IT KlflY

Flowers, Laces, Embroidery, Ruching,

COLLARS AND CUFFS,
Hosiery, Gloves, Shawls, Circulars, Cloaking and Ready Made
Cloaks, all kinds of Worsted Goods, Germantown Wool
and Worsted, Perforated Paper, in all colors,

And

a full line of

SILK

Ansrp OE.APE.

&

VAN DEN BEBGE,

L.

S.

EIGHTH STREET

.

- HOLLAND,

MICH

